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Abstract
In this thesis we study correlation eﬀects between spins conëned in
quantum dots and delocalized electrons in tunnel-coupled leads, as well
as electron mediated indirect spin-spin exchange interactions in double
quantum dots, via electronic transport spectroscopy.
e measurements are performed on single and double quantum
dots coupled via an open conducting region. e samples are based on
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures containing a shallow two-dimensional
electron gas underneath the surface. e quantum dot structures have
been patterned using optical lithography and local anodic oxidation
with an atomic force microscope.
e quantum dots are characterized by Coulomb blockade measure-
ments in the high tunnel coupling regime. In a few electron quantum
dot the inelastic cotunneling thresholds corresponding to the ërst and
second excited states are observed. Using non-linear transport spec-
troscopy, the ground state properties and the cotunneling energy gap
are investigated in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic ëeld.
e Kondo eﬀect is explored in several single quantum dots. At
zero-magnetic ëeld the zero-bias anomaly is investigated by temper-
ature and bias dependent measurements. Diﬀerent methods for esti-
mating the Kondo energy scale are used and compared, with the values
from ëtting the resonance width yielding the smallest errors. In par-
allel magnetic ëeld the Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonance is
observed, allowing an estimation of the eﬀective electron g factor. A
ìux-quantummodulation of the Kondo eﬀect gives rise to the so-called
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Kondo chessboard in perpendicular magnetic ëeld. Temperature depen-
dent measurements yield a linear decrease of the Kondo temperature
with increasing magnetic ëeld, in good agreement with the behavior of
Landau level 0 energy states in the Fock-Darwin spectrum.
In a system consisting of two lateral quantum dots coupled via an
open conducting reservoir, tuned in the Kondo regime, we study the
tuning mechanisms of Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
exchange interaction. At zero magnetic ëeld we observe the expected
splitting of the Kondo resonance and estimate the non-local coupling
strength as a function of the asymmetry between the two Kondo tem-
peratures. Parallel magnetic ëeld measurements reveal the anti- ferro-
magnetic character of the RKKY exchange interaction. At ënite per-
pendicular magnetic ëelds a chiral coupling between the quantum dots
is observed in the Kondo chessboard and we probe the presence of the
exchange interaction by analyzing the Kondo temperature in magnetic
ëeld.
Keywords: quantum dots, Kondo eﬀect, RKKY interaction
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Kurzzusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit werdenKorrelationseﬀektemittels elektronischer Trans-
portspektroskopie zwischen in Quantenpunkten eingeschlossenen
Spins und delokalisierten Elektronen in tunnelgekoppelten Zuleitun-
gen untersucht. Des Weiteren werden Korrelationseﬀekte zwischen
eingeschlossenen Spins in Doppelquantenpunkten durch Elektronen
vermittelte, indirekte Spin-Spin-Austauschwechselwirkungen analysiert.
Die Messungen werden an Einzel- und Doppelquantenpunkten, die
über eine oﬀene, leitfähige Region gekoppelt sind, durchgeführt. Die
Proben basieren auf GaAs/AlGaAs-Heterostrukturen, die ein ìaches
zweidimensionales Elektronengas unter der Oberìäche enthalten. Die
Quantenpunktstrukturen wurden durch optische Lithographie und
lokale anodischeOxidationmit einemRasterkraftmikroskop hergestellt.
Die Quantenpunkte werden durch Coulomb-Blockade-Messungen
im Regime hoher Tunnelkopplung charakterisiert. In einem mit weni-
gen Elektronen besetzten Quantenpunkt werden die Schwellen für in-
elastisches Kotunneln bezüglich der ersten und zweiten angeregten
Zustände beobachtet. Mit Hilfe nichtlinearer Transportspektroskopie
werden die Grundzustandseigenschaften und die Kotunnel-Energie-
lücke im magnetischen Feld untersucht.
In verschiedenen Einzelquantenpunkten wird der Kondo-Eﬀekt er-
forscht. Die Zero-Bias-Anomalie wird ohne angelegtes Magnetfeld ab-
hängig von Temperatur und Vorspannung untersucht. Verschiedene
Methoden zur Abschätzung der Größenordnung der Kondo-Energie
werden angewandt und verglichen, wobei mit denWerten aus dem An-
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ëtten der Resonanzbreite die kleinsten Fehler erreicht werden. Im pa-
rallelen magnetischen Feld wird die Zeeman-Aufspaltung der Kondo-
Resonanz beobachtet, was eine Abschätzung des eﬀektiven Landé g-
Faktors erlaubt. Eine Flussquanten-Modulation des Kondo-Eﬀekts im
senkrechten magnetischen Feld führt zu dem so genannten Kondo-
Schachbrett. Temperaturabhängige Messungen ergeben in guter Über-
einstimmung mit dem Verhalten von Landau-Niveau Null Energiezu-
ständen des Fock-Darwin Spektrums ein lineares Abnehmen der
Kondo-Temperatur mit zunehmendem Magnetfeld.
In einem System mit zwei lateralen Quantenpunkten, die über ein
oﬀenes, leitfähiges Reservoir gekoppelt und ins Kondo-Regime geregelt
sind, werden die Regelungsmechanismen der Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) Austauschwechselwirkung studiert. Ohne
magnetisches Feld wird das erwartetet Aufspalten der Kondo-Resonanz
beobachtet und die nichtlokale Koppelstärke als Funktion der Asym-
metrie zwischen den Kondo-Temperaturen abgeschätzt. Messungen im
parallelenMagnetfeld lassen den anti-ferromagnetischen Charakter der
RKKYAustauschwechselwirkung erkennen. Bei endlichen senkrechten
Magnetfeldern wird eine chirale Kopplung zwischen den Quanten-
punkten im Kondo-Schachbrett beobachtet, und durch Analysieren
der Kondo-Temperatur imMagnetfeld wird die Präsenz der Austausch-
wechselwirkung überprüft.
Schlagworte: Quantenpunkte, Kondo-Eﬀekt, RKKYWechselwirkung
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~A Vector potential
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1 Chapter 1.Introduction
Quantum mechanics has fascinated mankind since its introduction in
the beginning of the 20th century, allowing a fundamental understand-
ing of the behavior of matter at a sub-atomic scale. For the past 20
years, man-made structures containing a small number of electrons,
called quantum dots, have proven to be a fertile ground for the study of
basic quantummechanical eﬀects like discrete energy spectrum, charge
quantization, electron-electron interactions or interference phenom-
ena [1–4]. eir high versatility and tunability have also made quan-
tum dots suitable for technological applications: the electron spin con-
ëned in a quantum dot being proposed for the realization of a quantum
bit [5], single electron pumping in quantum dots will most probably
deëne the current standard in the near future [6], and quantum dots
as single photon sources could be used for applications in quantum
information technology [7].
One of the major breakthroughs in quantum dot physics was the
realization of an artiëcial Kondo system [8–10]. Kondo eﬀect is a elec-
tron correlation interaction in amany-particle systemwhich arises from
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the screening of a localized magnetic impurity by delocalized electrons
in the surrounding Fermi sea, at very low temperatures [11]. A quan-
tum dot containing an odd number of electrons has necessarily a non-
zero total spin, which makes it behave as a magnetic impurity [12]. e
electrons in the leads will therefore screen the spin of the dot, forming
a new singlet ground state, the so-called Kondo state. Although the
electrons on the dot are conëned by the surrounding potential, the
quantum mechanical uncertainty allows the localized spin to leave the
dot, and the other spin in the singlet to take its place, thus ìipping
the eﬀective spin of the dot and increasing the zero-bias conductance.
is leads to the formation of a peak in the density of states at the im-
purity site due to the successive spin-ìips at temperatures below TK ,
the so-called Kondo temperature, which is essentially the energy scale
describing the binding energy of the spin singlet formed between the
localized, unpaired electron and delocalized electrons in the leads.
Magnetic impurities interact also with one another via carrier me-
diated spin-spin interactions, like the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
(RKKY) interaction [13–15]. However, whereas the Kondo screen-
ing continuously ìips the spin of the impurity, the RKKY exchange
interaction tends to freeze it, competing with the Kondo eﬀect. e
competition between the two interactions gives rise to non-trivial be-
haviors [16] and in the simplest case, with two impurities in a Fermi
sea, is described by the two-impurity Kondo (2IK) model [17, 18]. Be-
cause the RKKY interaction is a long-range carrier mediated process,
the entanglement of two spins beyond the nearest neighbor restraint is
possible, with promising applications in quantum information technol-
ogy. Only recently such a system has been experimentally realized [19],
as two quantum dots coupled via an open conducting region. By ad-
justing various experimental ”knobs” the electron number contained in
the two quantum dots can be tuned individually, which determines the
spin, and in turn the presence of Kondo eﬀect. In such a system con-
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taining two localized spins, the competition between the Kondo eﬀect
and spin-spin exchange interactions leads to a second order quantum
phase transition [20], or a crossover if there is a ënite tunnel coupling
to the quantum dots [21, 22]. However, even if the observation of
the RKKY-Kondo competition in artiëcial systems has been previously
claimed [19, 23] a conclusive understanding is missing [22, 24–26],
and more experimental investigations are required.
e purpose of this thesis is the realization and investigation of a
two-impurity-Kondo system consisting of two quantum dots placed
in close proximity of one another, in order to explore the competition
between Kondo eﬀect and the RKKY interaction predicted by the two-
impurity Anderson model. Interaction eﬀects between localized spins
embedded in lateral quantum dots and delocalized spins of electron in
the Fermi sea, which give rise to the Kondo eﬀect in a solid state system,
are also explored. e thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 starts with a brief description of low-dimensional elec-
tron systems and their properties in magnetic ëeld. e second part of
the chapter introduces quantum dots and the theoretical models used in
their description, with emphasis on their properties in magnetic ëeld.
e last part of the chapter focuses on the Kondo eﬀect in quantum
dots. e electronic transport characteristics of a quantum dot in the
Kondo regime are then discussed in the frame of the Anderson impurity
model.
Chapter 3 presents the fabrication and preparation procedures used
for producing the quantum dot structures, as well as a detailed descrip-
tion of the electronic and cryogenic measurement setup.
Inelastic cotunneling phenomena in a few electron quantumdot are
presented and discussed in Chapter 4. A ënite bias gives access to the
inelastic cotunneling thresholds corresponding to the ërst excited states
and we study the role played by orbital eﬀects induced by a magnetic
ëeld applied perpendicular to the quantum dot.
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Chapter 5 is entirely devoted to the experimental investigations of
Kondo eﬀect in multi-electron quantum dots. We start with the oc-
currence of the so-called zero-bias anomaly (ZBA) at zero magnetic ëeld
and the estimation of the Kondo energy scale from the resonance width
and temperature dependence. Finally, we probe the splitting of the
Kondo resonance in a parallel magnetic ëeld and describe the Kondo
modulation in perpendicular magnetic ëeld, giving rise to the striking
Kondo chessboard pattern.
In Chapter 6 we explore the interplay between the Kondo eﬀect
and the RKKY non-local exchange interaction in a sample with two
quantum dots connected via an open reservoir, as a realization of the
two-impurity Kondo system. e RKKY interaction strength is stud-
ied as a function of the Kondo energy scale of each quantum dot.
Non-linear measurements in parallel magnetic ëeld allow probing the
anti-ferromagnetic nature of the exchange interaction. In perpendicu-
lar magnetic ëeld we investigate the role of the edge states and chiral
transport in the coupling between the spins of the quantum dots.
Finally, in Chapter 7 a summary of the results and conclusions is
given.
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2 Chapter 2.Theoretical background
In this chapter the basic physics of low-dimensional systems is reviewed.
We begin by deriving the expressions for the electron density of states in
0, 1 and 2 dimensions. en the properties of a 2-dimensional electron
gas in perpendicular magnetic ëeld are discussed, along with the ori-
gin of quantum hall eﬀect (QHE). e second part contains the main
properties of quantum dots, described in the frame of the so-called
Constant Interaction model. We look at the energy quantization in
magnetic ëeld, and describe the charge density picture of a quantum
dot, as well as electronic transport properties. In the third part of the
chapter we discuss the physics of Kondo eﬀect, in the frame of the An-
derson impurity model applied to quantum dots.
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2. Theoretical background
2.1. The electron gas in low-dimensions
In this section we consider the properties of the two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (2DEG).is is only a part of a large number of 2-dimensional
systems that have been intensively studied in recent years. By two-
dimensional electron system we mean that the electron is free to move
in two directions, but their motion is conëned in the third [27].
e motion of electrons in a solid state system can be described by
a standing-wave oscillations. at means that in a bulk material the
electron wavelength  can be related to the length of the system by
L = nx, where nx is a positive integer representing the number of
modes in the x direction. e wavelength is related to the momentum
through the de Broglie formula  = h/px, where h is Planck’s constant
and px is the electron momentum. In a three-dimensional system for
a unity increase in n, this gives [28]:
L3pxpypz = h
3 (2.1)
where pxpypz is the volume in momentum space. Each incremental
change in n generates another set (nx; ny; nz), corresponding to an
allowed energy state. us the volume of an energy state in momentum
space is h3. If we consider an interval (p; p + dp), in momentum
space, it corresponds to two concentric spheres with a volume 4~p 2d~p
(Fig. 2.1), and the number of energy states in this volume is therefore
2(4~p 2d~p)/h3, where the prefactor 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy.
Taking into account that electron energy is given byE = p2/2m, the
number of energy states per unit volume can be re-written as:
D3D(E) =
(2m)3/2
22~3
p
E (2.2)
whereD(E) is the so-called density of states - the allowed energy states
per unit volume (Fig. 2.2 (a)). In Eq.2.2 we use ~ = h/2.
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Figure 2.1.:
Crystal sphere in momentum space
e 3D electron energy can be written as:
E =
~p 2
2m
=
~2~k2
2m
=
~2~k2x
2mx
+
~2~k2y
2my
+
~2~k2z
2mz
(2.3)
where~k is the electron wavevector with the x,y and z components given
by ki = 2/i = pi/~, and i is the wavelength, with i = x; y; z.
e electron eﬀective mass m takes into account the crystal energy
bands and usually has a form of a tensor. In GaAs the eﬀective mass
can be considered with good approximation as having the same value
in all directions. At T ' 1:5 K the eﬀective mass in GaAs ismGaAs '
0:067m0, wherem0 is the free electron mass.
Applying a conënement potential in the z-direction of a crystal
leads to the quantization of the energy in the same direction [27]:
E( ~kx; ~ky; nz) =
~2~k2x
2mx
+
~2~k2y
2my
+ Ez(nz); (2.4)
with n = 1; 2; 3::: the number of occupied energy states. us the
electron can move freely only in the x and y directions, creating a two
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dimensional electron system. e experimental realization of a two-
dimensional electron system is later described in Chapter 3.1.
e 2D density of states for one occupied subband is given by
D2D(E) = m
/(~2), while for several occupied subband is the sum
of the Heaviside function  (see also Fig. 2.2(b)):
D2D(E) =
m
~2
X
nz
(E   Ez(nz)) (2.5)
With another conënement applied, i.e. in y-direction, the electron
motion is restricted to just one direction, on the x-axis, with the energy
quantized in z and y-directions:
E( ~kx; ny; nz) =
~2~k2x
2mx
+ Ey(ny) + Ez(nz) (2.6)
with a 1D density of states given by (Fig. 2.2(c)):
D1D(E) =
p
2m
~
1p
E
(2.7)
e main diﬀerence with respect to 2D, where the subband energy
is constant, is that the 1D yields a 1/
p
E dependence. An example of a
1D system is the so-called quantum wire (QW) [29] or quantum point
contact (QPC) [30, 31].
If the electronmotion is further conëned also in the x-direction, the
system becomes zero-dimensional, with the particle energy quantized
in all directions:
E(nx; ny; nz) = Ex(nx) + Ey(ny) + Ez(nz) (2.8)
Considering that the external conënement is parabolic, the energy can
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Figure 2.2.:
Density of states in 3, 2, 1 and 0 dimensions. In the ögure the örst two
quantized statesn1 andn2 are represented, with respect to the position
of the Fermi energyEF .
be written as
E(nx; ny; nz) = ~!x

nx +
1
2

+~!y

ny +
1
2

+~!z

nz +
1
2

(2.9)
with ~!i the harmonic oscillator energy and ni=0,1,2... the number of
occupied energy states in each direction, with i = x; y; z. e density
of states of such a system is given by a sum over Dirac -functions
(Fig. 2.2(d)):
D0D(E) = 2
X
nx;ny ;nz
(E   E(nx; ny; nz)); (2.10)
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where the factor 2 takes into account the level spin degeneracy. Because
the density of states exhibits quantization in all directions, such a 0D
system is usually called a Quantum Dot or an artiícial atom [1–3], and
we will further discuss the properties of such a system in Sec. 2.2.
2.1.1. The 2D electron gas in magnetic öeld
Landau levels
If we consider the motion of a free electron in a magnetic ëeld B
applied along the z-direction, electron are forced into circular orbits.
eir motion is described by the following Hamiltonian:
H =
1
2m
(p  eA)2; (2.11)
where ~A is the vector potential and is related to the magnetic ëeld by
~B = r ~A. e eigenvalues obtained by solving Schrödinger’s equa-
tion have the form [32]:
"n = ~!c

n+
1
2

; n = 1; 2; 3; ::: (2.12)
wheren is level quantum number and!c the cyclotron frequency, given
by:
!c =
eB
m
(2.13)
ese energy levels are called Landau levels and are equally spaced
by ~!c increments (see Fig. 2.3 (a)). At temperatures lower than the
inter-level spacing (kBT  ~!c) we ënd single occupied or partially
occupied Landau levels. If we take the electron spin into account, the
eigenenergies expression becomes:
"n = ~!c

n+
1
2

+ gBBSz; (2.14)
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Figure 2.3.:
(a) 2D density of states in magnetic öeld for the örst subband. Dotted
line marks the step function DOS for B=0. (b) Landau level representa-
tion in k-space
where g is the electron Landé factor, B the Bohr magneton andSz =
1/2 the spin quantum number. e last term account for the two
spin orientations. For a ëxed n, the degeneracy of each Landau level is
given by:
nL =
eB
h
(2.15)
In this regime a useful quantity is the magnetic length:
lB =
r
~
eB
(2.16)
which provides information on the extent of the electron wave function
and enters the expression of the cyclotron radius rn =
p
(2n+ 1)lB
that describes the radius of the electron circular path in magnetic ëeld.
Localized and delocalized states
A change in magnetic ëeld will change the energy splitting ~!c of the
Landau levels, so with increasing magnetic ëeld the energy states are
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moving higher in energy. As they cross over the Fermi energy, the Lan-
dau levels are emptied, and the electrons pushed to the next lower level.
So the degeneracy degree of a Landau level is increased by magnetic
ëeld. is can be described by deëning the ëlling factor of a Landau
level:
 =
ne
nL
=
hne
eB
; (2.17)
where ne is the electron density in the system. e ëlling factor repre-
sents the degree of Landau level ëlling, that is the number of fully or
partially ëlled energy states.
e Landau level are energetically broadened by scattering on im-
purities, phonons or crystal defects present in real samples [33]. As
a consequence, near the delocalized states at the center of the peaks,
are found localized energy states (see Fig. 2.3 (a) for a schematic repre-
sentation). Because they are not extended over the whole sample, the
localized states do not carry any current [34].
Quantum Hall eﬀect and the formation of edge states
e Landau level quantization in magnetic ëeld is the origin of Quan-
tum Hall Eﬀect in two-dimensional systems [34, 35]. is eﬀect has
become one of the most important investigation tools for semiconduc-
tors. In 1980 Klaus von Klitzing measured the voltage drop perpen-
dicular to a current, or the Hall resistance, of a 2DEG embedded in
a silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor ëeld-eﬀect transistor. Instead of
the classical linear behavior, the resistance exhibited plateaus whenever
a Landau level was crossing the Fermi energy, with values given by the
following relation:
RH =
h
e2
1

;  = 0; 1; 2; 3; ::: (2.18)
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Figure 2.4.:
Schematic of the edge state formation - (a) Landau level energies for an
inönite (a) and önite (b) 2DEG.
A simultaneous measurement of the longitudinal resistance - given
by the voltage drop parallel to the current - yields a series of peaks each
time the Hall resistance jumps from one plateau to the next.
As the magnetic ëeld is increased (or carrier density decreased) the
localized states in the Landau levels are gradually emptied without any
change in the occupation of the delocalized states. In this case the Hall
resistance is in a plateau, while the longitudinal resistance vanishes.
Only when the Fermi energy lies at the core of the delocalized states
there is a change in the longitudinal resistance, and the Hall resistance
makes a transition to the next plateau.
While the longitudinal resistance oscillations are understood due to
the formation of Landau levels [36], the Hall plateau quantization in
units of e2/h is easier to be explain in terms of edge states. e ënite di-
mensions of a sample result in an increased conënement near the edges
due to screening, and the Landau level energies are enhanced, cross-
ing eventually the Fermi level (see Fig. 2.4 (b)). Normally a Landau
level that is below the Fermi energy, being fully ëlled with electrons,
is not conducting, however because the energy bending at the bound-
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aries of the sample that leads to the edge state formation, these too can
contribute to the conductance of the sample. e energy states at the
point where the Landau level crosses the Fermi level are forming one-
dimensional channels along the edges of the sample, the so-called edge
channels. So to each Landau level bellow the Fermi level it corresponds
an edge channel.
By taking into consideration electron exchange interactions, it was
shown that at the edges the potential increase of the Landau level is
not smooth, but step-wise, and every Landau level has a region of ìat
potential at the Fermi energy [37]. ese regions have a variable charge
density, usually termed as compressible stripes, and are the ones respon-
sible for the carrier transport. e regions between the edge channels
never contain states at the Fermi level - thus called incompressible - and
do not contribute to transport.
B
UH
UL
ImL mR
Figure 2.5.:
Edge channel transport in a Hall bar. Black line marks the edge of the
sample, in yellow are the contacts, while the edge states are depicted in
blue. Creating apotential diﬀerencebetween the left (L) and right (R)
contactswill drive a current I through the sample. TheHall voltage drop
UH is measured between two opposite contacts, while the longitudinal
voltage drop UL is measured between nearby contacts.
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In Figure 2.5 we consider the transport through the ërst two edge
states in a sample with a Hall bar geometry. If the temperature is
well below the Landau level separation, i.e. kBT  ~!c, the edge
states are electrically isolated from each other. Furthermore, as the
electron scattering at the edge boundary is elastic, transport through
the edge states is quasi-ballistic, even in samples containing impuri-
ties [38]. at means that the electrons within one edge state are at
the same potential, so electrons ìowing ”right” along the upper edge
(see. Fig. 2.5) have the potential of the left contact L, while the elec-
trons ìowing ”left” along the lower edge, have the potential of the right
contact R. e electro-chemical potential diﬀerence is given by the
applied voltage times the electron charge, or
L   R = eV (2.19)
e total current can be calculated from the diﬀerence between
the current ìowing into the left and right contacts. Only the Landau
levels that cross the Fermi level as edge states have a contribution to the
current (e.g. Landau levels with indexes 0,1 and 2 in Fig. 2.4). is
can be written as [32]:
I =
ncX
n=1
Z L
R
eDn1D(E)vn(E)dE; (2.20)
where nc is the maximum Landau level index crossing the Fermi level,
D1D(E) is the 1D density of states (see Eq. 2.7) and vn is the electron
velocity in the n-th channel. e contribution of the n-th channel to
the current is:
I =
e
h
(L   R) = e
2
h
V (2.21)
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at means that each channel contributes with a quantum of e2/h
to the total conductance, or h/e2 to the Hall resistance, which are ex-
actly the increments between the Hall plateaus.
2.1.2. Electron tunneling through a barrier
A potential barrier, represented schematically in Fig. 2.6 (a), can be
described by a potential height 0 and a ënite width w. In a classi-
cal picture if a particle encounters a potential barrier with an energy
higher than its kinetic energy, then the particle is reìected. However,
in quantum mechanics a particle with a wavelength much smaller than
the barrier width  << w has ënite transmission coeﬃcient, given
by [39]:
T (E) = exp

 4
p
2m(0   E)w~

(2.22)
At zero bias voltageVSD the electro-chemical potentials of the Source
and Drain, S and D, are at the same level, while at ënite bias VSD =
(S   D)/e, because there are empty states on the other side of
the barrier, a current is generated through the barrier, by so-called
mS mD
F0
w
I SD
VSDV =SD,BF/e0
(a) (b)
0
Figure 2.6.:
(a) Schematic representation of a tunnel barrier with a width w and a
height0. (b) I-V characteristic of an ideal tunnel barrier.
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írst order tunneling events. When the bias exceeds the barrier height
VSD;B  0/e the kinetic energy of the electrons is high enough to
breakthrough, so the barrier is reduced to an Ohmic resistor, and the
current increases linearly. An example of an I-V characteristic of a tun-
nel barrier is depicted in Fig. 2.6 (b), where the tunneling region is
marked up to VSD;B , and the resistive region for higher bias. Estimat-
ing the barrier height can be straightforward extracted by extending the
high bias linear region to ISD = 0 (dashed line in Fig. 2.6 (b)), with the
obtained bias value VSD;B proportional to the barrier potential height:
0 = eVSD;B .
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2.2. Quantum dots
Quantum dots (QDs) are small electron islands conëned within an in-
sulating environment (Fig. 2.7 (a)). If the dimensions of the potential
well created by the surrounding conënement are of the order of the
Fermi wavelength, such an electron island is a quasi-0D system, with
well deëned energy levels (Fig. 2.7 (b)). As we have seen in section 2.1
the density of states of a zero-dimensional system has a discrete energy
spectrum. For this reason quantum dots are also called artiícial atoms
(see Ref. [1–3] and references within). e advantage over real atoms,
is that quantum dots can be electrically probed through transport spec-
troscopy. Contact leads can be attached, acting as electron reservoirs
and are connected to the QD via tunnel barriers. A third lead called a
Gate can be added, coupled capacitively to the QD. An applied voltage
on the gate will shift the position of the energy levels on the dot with
respect to the electro-chemical potential of the leads. In a static situa-
tion (e.g. Fig. 2.7 (b)) all the levels on the QD with an energy lower
than the chemical potential in the leads (i  S ; D) will be ëlled
with electrons, while all levels above the electro-chemical potential of
the leads will be empty.
2.2.1. Electrostatic capacitance model
One of the basic characteristics that can be observed in transport is
the quantization of charge on the quantum dot. is means that in a
situation when the coupling to the leads is negligible, there is an inte-
ger number of electrons N on the dot, with a total charge Q = Ne.
When tunneling takes place the charge on the island changes by one.
e quantum dot can be viewed as a capacitor, with a total capacitance
C, and whenever a charge is added the Coulomb energy changes. e
amount of energy required to place an extra electron on the dot is the
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Figure 2.7.:
Schematic representation of a quantum dot. (a) A small electron island
deöned between a Source and a Drain lead in a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas. A third lead acting as plunger gate is capacitively coupled to
the island. (b) Discrete energy spectrum of a quantum dot with tunnel
couplings  S to the Source, respectively  D to the Drain.
so-called charging energy -EC = e2/C. is energy scale becomes rele-
vant only when it’s larger with respect to the temperature,EC  kBT .
Another relevant parameter is the dot isolation from the leads, which
can be parameterized by the tunnel resistance Rt or by the time scale
on which a tunneling event on and oﬀ the dot takes place t = RtC.
In order to observe single charging events in transport from the Heisen-
berg relation E t = ECRtC > h we must draw the conclusion
that the tunnel resistance must be larger than the resistance quantum,
or Rt  h/e2 [2].
e shape of a dot created by patterning a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (a process discussed in the next chapter) can be approximated
with a disc of radius r, therefore the associated capacitance is that of a
single plate capacitor with respect to inënity, C = 8r0r, with r the
relative dielectric constant and 0 the dielectric constant of vacuum. If
we consider the quantum dot and the surrounding leads as a network
of capacitors, and the potential of the gates and leads are known, the
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dot potential V0 can be computed using:
V0 =
Q
C
+
nX
i=1
Ci
C
Vi; (2.23)
where Ci and Vi is the capacitance, respectively the potential, of lead
i. e total capacitance C is the capacitance of the electron island to
its nearby surrounding environment, and it is given by the sum over
the lead capacitances Ci: C =
P
iCi. e capacitance Ci actually
deënes the dependence of the QD charge as a function of the voltage
Vi applied to lead i. From Eq. 2.23 we can obtain the energy of the
quantum dot for a given number of electrons N :
EN =
Z Ne
0
V0(q)dq = Ne
nX
i=1
Ci
C
Vi| {z }
1st
+
(Ne)2
2C| {z }
2nd
(2.24)
In Eq. 2.24 the ërst term represents the potential of the electron island
withN electrons, while the second term is the energy necessary to load
the dot with N electrons. From this relation the chemical potential of
the dot can be derived:
N =
@ EN
@ N
= e
nX
i=1
Ci
C
Vi +N
e2
C
(2.25)
e diﬀerence between the chemical potential of two successive en-
ergy states gives the charging energy necessary to load one electron on
the dot:
EC = (N+1)   N =
e2
C
(2.26)
e electrostatic capacitance model can describe qualitatively the
Coulomb blockade phenomena that is observed in transport through
quantum dots, however it completely neglects their internal structure.
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2.2.2. Constant interaction model
Amore accurate description of transport through quantumdots is given
by the so-called constant interactionmodel, which in addition takes into
account the internal electronic level structure. is model is very useful
in analyzing the addition spectra of a quantum dot.
A ënite area A can be associated to a quantum dot deëned in a
2DEG. From the two-dimensional density of statesD2D(E) = m/~2
one can estimate the single level energy spacing "i [40]:
"i = "i+1   "i = ~
2
mA
(2.27)
In the simplest case, assuming a harmonic conënement potential, the
spacing between energy levels is considered constant, that is "i =
", however for other conënement potentials this may not be a valid
assumption anymore.
us, considering a system containing N electrons, the addition
energy is given by the energy EN from Eq. 2.24 given by the capaci-
tance model , plus the sum over the absolute energy values of the oc-
cupied single-particle states "i:
EIN = EN +
X
i
"i (2.28)
Even though the constant interaction model can describe relatively
well the addition spectra of quantum dots, only the Coulomb interac-
tions are taken into account, while other electron-electron interactions,
screening, correlation and exchange eﬀects, which can play an impor-
tant role in many-electron systems, are neglected.
2.2.3. Quantum dots in magnetic öeld
Obtaining the spectrum of a quantum dot in perpendicular magnetic
ëeld requires solving the Schrödinger equation. Considering a circu-
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Figure 2.8.:
The Fock-Darwin spectrum of a quantum dot calculated for ~! =
1:5 meV. Black lines represent spin up, while green lines are for spin
down. The red squaremarks the intermediatemagnetic öeld region dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.2.3.
lar shaped quantum dot of radius r, in a parabolic conënement, the
potential of the dot can be written as:
V (r) =
1
2
m!20r
2 (2.29)
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e corresponding Schrödinger equation, initially solved by V. Fock
and C.G. Darwin [41, 42], yields:
"n;l(B) = (2n+ jlj+ 1)
r
~2!20 +
1
4
~2!2c  
1
2
l~!c  1
2
gBB
(2.30)
where n = 0; 1; 2; ::: is the radial quantum number, l = 0;1;2; :::
is the angular quantum number and g is the eﬀective electron Landé
factor, describing the Zeeman splitting of energy levels in magnetic
ëeld. For zero magnetic ëeld the spectrum is formed by equally spaced
levels located at (j + 1)~!0, where j = 2n + jlj is the shell num-
ber. e shells hold an orbital degeneracy and each level within is spin
degenerate. e perpendicular magnetic ëeld lifts the orbital and spin
degeneracy and the energy levels dependence on magnetic ëeld is given
by the so-called Fock-Darwin spectrum, represented in Fig. 2.8.
Intermediate magnetic öelds
Figure 2.10 (a) describes a region of intermediate magnetic ëeld, where
the electrostatic conënement energy becomes less important, and the
energy levels are brought together to form Landau levels (Fig. 2.9). In
this case the energy states that belong to Landau level 0 (LL0) have a
downward slope with increasing magnetic ëeld, while states from Lan-
dau level 1 show an increasing trend with magnetic ëeld, resulting in
multiple energy level crossings, in a diamond-like pattern. e Lan-
dau level spacing is given by ~!c. e depopulation of higher Landau
levels with increasing magnetic ëeld is reìected in the lower energy of
Landau level 0, and at a suﬃciently high magnetic ëeld all the electrons
are found in the lowest Landau level.
If we consider the situation when the electron number on the dot is
constant, the chemical potential of the dot, as well as its energy, devel-
ops a so-called zig-zag pattern in magnetic ëeld. is is in fact due to
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Figure 2.9.:
Quantum dot Landau levels - The Fock-Darwin spectrum of a quantum
dot for a conönement energy of ~!0 = 1:5meV. At highmagnetic öelds
the energy states are brought together to formLandau levels. Black lines
represent spin up, while green lines are for spin down.
the orbital occupation rules, the electrons always being located on the
lowest energy unëlled orbital. Such a situation is marked by thick lines
for the Nth (black) and (N-1)th (red) electrons in Fig. 2.10 (a) ¹. Ini-
tially the Nth electron is in a LL0 orbital (negative slope). At the ërst
crossing the Nth electron moves to a LL1 orbital with positive slope,
while the (N-1)th takes its place in the LL0 orbital. At the next cross-
ing the Nth electron changes again to a lower energy LL0 orbital, while
the (N+1)th is forced into LL1. e oscillation period in the magnetic
ĦIn this case the spin splitting is neglected for simplicity reasons, so the levels
are spin degenerate
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Figure 2.10.:
Thequantumdot chemical potential at intermediatemagnetic öelds. (a)
Areaof the spin-degenerate Fock-Darwin spectrumwith the zig-zagpat-
tern exhibited by the chemical potential of the dot for the Nth and (N-
1)th electrons (thick lines). Full lines mark the LL0 orbitals, while dashed
lines mark orbitals that belong to LL1. (b) Schematic representation of
the örst two Landau levels in a parabolic conönement potential.
ëeld direction can be approximated by B  (!0/!c)2B, while the
energy spacing is given byE  ~(!20/!c) [40], independent of the
corresponding quantum numbers.
In Fig. 2.10 (b) the ërst two Landau levels in the parabolic conëne-
ment of a quantum dot are depicted. As we can see, Landau level 1 is
formed near the center of the dot, which makes its energy states to cou-
ple weakly to the leads, equivalent to a thicker tunnel barrier, due to the
longer distance the electron has to tunnel. On the other hand, energy
states that belong to LL0 will couple stronger to the leads. Even though
here we consider only a parabolic conënement, this model can also be
extended to other types of potentials, like the hard-wall potential that
characterizes quantum dots produced by Local Anodic Oxidation [43].
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Charge density in a quantum dot
e constant interaction model can be further extended to include
the electron-electron Coulomb interaction, that inìuences the addi-
tion spectrum in magnetic ëeld. McEuen et al. [44] have performed
self-consistent calculations starting from the following expression of the
QD’s total energy:
Etot(N) =
X
n
X
s

(n+
1
2
)~!c + gBBSz
 Z
d2r nns(r)
+
Z
d2r n(r)

Vext(r) +
1
2
Z
d2r0 n(r0)Vee(r; r0)

(2.31)
where nns is the electron density in the n-th Landau level, Sz the spin
polarization, n(r) the total electron density andVext(r) the unscreened
conëning potential. e electron-electron interaction is included in
Vee(r; r
0). e ërst two terms describe the single electron energy, while
the last term describes the electron interaction.
r
r
n
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Figure 2.11.:
Schematic of the quantum dot charge density in high magnetic öelds.
(Left) Self-consistent calculation of the charge density for the örst two
Landau levels. (Right) Quantum dot charge density viewed from above.
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e result of self-consistent calculations for the charge density dis-
tribution inside the quantum dots is qualitatively depicted in Fig. 2.11.
At high magnetic ëelds electrons are initially placed in Landau level 0 at
the center of the dot, where there is a potential minimum (Fig. 2.10 (b)),
while further electrons are placed near the edge due to the Coulomb re-
pulsion. After LL0 becomes completely occupied electrons are added
to Landau level 1, after overcoming the ~!c energy that separates the
Landau levels. us, in the central region where the conëning poten-
tial is completely screened, LL0 yields a constant charge density, while
at the edge the charge density drops rapidly. e partial occupation of
LL1 results in a gradual drop in charge density from center towards the
edges. In between two Landau levels there are regions with a constant
charge density, so-called incompressible strips, that do not contain en-
ergy states at the Fermi energy, and thus do not contribute to transport,
i.e. have an insulating behavior. On the other hand the regions where
the charge density varies (e.g. LL1 or the edge area of LL0) are called
compressible, and have a metallic behavior. ese compressible and in-
compressible region model is similar to the formation of edge states in
the quantum Hall regime, discussed in 2.1.1.
2.2.4. Quantum dots in transport
In the following we review the basic methods for probing the internal
structure of a quantum dot by transport spectroscopy. is method
requires a current ìow through the dot, so ërst of all the tunnel barriers
have to be transparent enough to allow it. As we have discussed in the
previous sections, the chemical potential of a zero-dimensional system
has only discrete values. We also consider that the quantum dot is
coupled to leads that have a two-dimensional density of states.
In the situation represented schematically in Fig. 2.7 (b), the states
with an energy lower than the chemical potential of the leads are ëlled,
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while the ones with higher energy are left unëlled. However in this case
the transport is Coulomb blocked. In order to measure a current ìow
through one of the discrete energy states, the dot can be investigated in
either the linear (ohmic) response, or in the non-linear response regime.
Linear measurements
A system is considered in the linear response regime if the measured
current is proportional to the applied bias. is behavior is valid only
when the bias applied to the Source or the Drain contacts is very small
compared to the thermal energy, in other words S   D << kBT
[45]. Because of the small single particle energy spacing, with typical
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Figure 2.12.:
Linear measurements through a quantum dot: (1) Quantum dot con-
tainingNelectronswhile transport is Coulombblocked. (2) Thechemical
potential of the (N+1)th electron is in resonance with the leads. Single
electrons hop on and oﬀ the dot, the charge oscillating between N and
N+1, giving rise to a önite current. (3) The dot charge is stable at N+1
and transport is again blocked.
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values of some tens eV, quantum dots are measured at temperatures
under 1 K. erefore to fulëll the linear response regime the electron-
chemical potentials of the Source and the Drain have to be kept at the
same level, (S = D). A voltage applied to a plunger gate coupled
capacitively to a quantum dot inìuences the electrostatic potential of
the dot, and can tune energy of the discrete levels, hence the analogy
to a plunger.
While the quantum dot energy states are separated only by a small
energy"i , the charging energy EC for a small capacitor is large and
can lead to a blockade, as in the situation in Fig. 2.12 (a), where N
electrons are located in the QD. e (N+1)th electron cannot tunnel
into the next level because the chemical potential of the state will be
higher than the reservoirs, so for N < S ; D < N+1, the transport
is blocked. is is the so-called Coulomb blockade.
Changing the voltage applied to the plunger gate in order to align
the chemical potential of the (N+1)th electron with the Source and
Drain chemical potentials (N = S ; D) will allow electrons from
the leads to tunnel in and out of the dot, resulting in a ënite cur-
rent ìow, depicted in Fig. 2.12 (2). In this situation the charge on
the dot is no longer quantized, oscillating between N and N+1. Fur-
ther increasing the gate voltage will lower the chemical potential of
the (N+1)th electron until it is below the Source and Drain potentials
N+1 < S ; D and again the transport is blocked (Fig. 2.12 (3)).
Sweeping the gate voltage on a larger scale will result in a series of peaks
in the linear conductance G = ISD/VSD that oscillate between zero
(blocked transport) and a ënite value, similar to the schematic on the
lower part of Fig. 2.12. e peak spacing in gate voltage is given by:
VG =
C
eCG

"i +
e2
C

(2.32)
However, if we neglect the single level energy spacing "i, this
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Figure 2.13.:
Charge stability diagram of a quantum dot showing the position of the
Coulomb peaks as a function of gate voltages. The oscillation period in
the direction of gate 1VG1 is diﬀerent than in gate 2 directionVG2.
relation becomes VG = e/CG which would result in periodic oscil-
lations.
e charge on the quantum dot depends on all the voltages applied
to the nearby leads, so if a second gate is attached one can map the dot
charge dependence on two lead voltages at the same time, resulting in
the so-called charge stability diagram, which is depicted in Fig. 2.13 as a
function of two plunger gates. e periodicity of the conductance os-
cillation does not have to be the same in both directions, since plunger
gates can couple diﬀerently to the electron island.
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Non-linear measurements
An applied voltage to the Source or Drain would generate an elec-
tric ëeld across the quantum dot which can make the response non-
linear [45]. us measurements as a function of bias are usually termed
non-linear measurements. e eﬀect of an applied bias voltage is in-
creased electro-chemical potential in a lead, e.g. Source with respect
to the Drain potential, which is kept at virtual ground. e result is a
transport window equal to S   D = eVSD.
Beside the gate voltages, the position of the energy levels on the dot
depends also on the bias voltage. In the frame of the constant interac-
tion model it is assumed that the lead capacitances are constant, so the
dot chemical potential has a linear dependence on the applied voltages.
us, in the stability diagram as a function of gate voltage and Source-
Drain bias, the regions were the charge on the dot is stable are deëned
by straight lines, forming the so-called Coulomb diamonds, depicted
in Fig. 2.14. A trace in the gate voltage at zero bias (Fig. 2.14 (1))
will show the same succession of conductance peaks as in Fig. 2.13,
and the charge on the dotN changes monotonously step-like with the
gate voltage. In the Source-Drain bias direction, whenever an energy
level enters the transport window the average charge on the dot changes
similarly and the diﬀerential conductance ( = dISD/dVSD)² shows
a peak (Fig. 2.14 (2)).
In the white regions in Fig. 2.14 the transport window is still smaller
than the charging energy necessary to add the next electron, so the
transport is Coulomb blocked (Fig. 2.14 (3)). e blockade is removed
if the bias is gradually increased until the next free level enters the trans-
port window (Fig. 2.14 (4)). e areas when one energy level is in
transport are marked with light grey in Fig. 2.14. When the bias energy
reaches the charging energy value eVSD = EC , one can observe trans-
ħAt zero bias the diﬀerential conductance is equal to the linear conductance
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Figure 2.14.:
Charge stability diagram as function of bias and gate voltage exhibit-
ing the Coulomb diamonds. (1) The zero-bias trace shows the Coulomb
peaks, while the average charge in the dot < N > increases with gate
voltage. (2) In the bias direction the diﬀerential conductance shows sim-
ilarly a peak each time an energy level enters the transport window. In
the white regions the transport is Coulomb blocked, corresponding to
(3); in the lightgrey regionsonlyoneenergy level is in transport (4), while
in the dark grey regions two energy states are in transport (5).
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Figure 2.15.:
Excitation spectroscopy schematic of a quantumdot. The full linesmark
increaseddiﬀerential conductance due to transport through the ground
state. Dotted lines correspond to the opening of additional transport
channels, related to tunneling through theexcited states, as represented
in the energy diagrams on the left side. (1) The örst lower excited states
in resonance with the Drain potential. (2) The örst higher excited state
comes into resonance with the Source potential.
port via two energy levels, corresponding to situation (5) and marked
with dark grey in Fig. 2.14.
e non-linear measurements are also used to characterize the ex-
citation spectrum and to estimate the single level energy spacing "i.
On the outer edges of the Coulomb diamonds, when more than one
level is in the transport window and eVSD ' ", an electron can ei-
ther tunnel into the ground state "i or the ërst excited state "i+1 and
a secondary smaller peak is visible in the diﬀerential conductance (see
Fig. 2.15). However the two states are not simultaneously occupied
since the charging energy is still larger than the bias EC > eVSD, and
because the electron will tunnel with smaller probability into the ex-
cited state, the peak given by the excited state will be much smaller
than the one corresponding to the ground state.
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Until now we have discussed only resonant transport, given by se-
quential or ërst order tunneling events introduced in Section 2.1.2.
However in the regions where transport is energetically forbidden,
higher order tunneling phenomena, so-called cotunneling, can occur,
yielding increased conductance. Cotunneling events that take place at
zero bias are termed elastic, while non-zero bias events are called inelas-
tic. An example of elastic cotunneling is the Kondo eﬀect which will
be discussed in the next section.
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2.3. Kondo eﬀect
e high versatility and tunability of quantum dots has kept them con-
stantly in the focus of the scientiëc community for the past 20 years,
with many breakthroughs achieved during this time, like controlled
spin entanglement or single electron counting. One of the landmarks
in quantum dot research was the realization of the artiëcial Kondo im-
purity in 1997 by D. Goldhaber-Gordon et al. [8]. In this section we
introduce the main theoretical aspects that are used in the description
of Kondo eﬀect, starting from its discovery in bulk metals, followed by
the application to quantum dots.
2.3.1. Introduction
e temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of a pure metal
is usually dictated by the phonon contribution, thus lowering the tem-
perature and reducing the lattice vibrations will also lower the resis-
tance, as the electrons can travel further without scattering. However
at low temperatures around 10K the resistance will saturate at a con-
stant level due to static defects in the crystal (solid line in Fig. 2.16).
Deviations from this behavior can happen, as some metals can lose
their resistance completely and become superconducting as the tem-
perature is lowered below a certain threshold, when a phase transition
takes place. In the 1930’s another deviation from this behavior was ob-
served formetals that contained a small amount ofmagnetic impurities,
e.g. cobalt or iron. As the temperature was lowered, an increase in the
resistance was observed after reaching a minimum, instead of a satura-
tion. e temperature at which the resistance showed a minimum was
seen to depend on the impurity concentration [46].
In 1961 P.W. Anderson published a simple model that describes the
interaction of conduction electrons with the spin of an impurity [47].
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Figure 2.16.:
Schematic temperature dependence of the resistance of a pure metal
(solid line) and a metal containing magnetic impurities (dashed line).
However it took until 1964 for a consistent explanation for the resis-
tance minimum to appear, when Jun Kondo proposed a s-d exchange
model [11] in which a localized impurity spin was coupled via an ex-
change interaction J to the delocalized conduction electrons. e
Hamiltonian introduced by Kondo is:
H =
X
k
"kc
y
kck + JKS  s(0) (2.33)
with "k the energies of the k state in the conduction band, the creation
(anihilator) operator cyk (ck) for the k state with spin , and JK <
0 the anti-ferromagnetic exchange coupling between the spin of the
impurity S and the spin of the conduction electrons s(0).
Using higher order perturbation theory he found the following
temperature dependence of the resistivity:
(T ) = 0 + aT
2 + bT 5 + c

J2K + J
3
KD(EF )ln(T )
	
(2.34)
where 0 is the lattice resistivity, aT 2 the resistivity due to impurity
potential, and bT 5 the phonon contribution. Only the third order
term shows a low temperature dependence due to increased scattering
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at the Fermi level, which leads to an increase in the resistivity. is
model describes correctly the behavior of the resistivity for tempera-
tures above a certain point, the so-called Kondo temperature, however it
also incorrectly implies that in the T = 0 limit, it diverges to inënity.
is problem was later addressed by P.W. Anderson who proposed a
”scaling” method [48] and by K. Wilson through so-called ”numerical
renormalization” that overcame the shortcomings of perturbation the-
ory calculations [49]. A comprehensive review of the Kondo eﬀect can
be found in Ref. [16].
A qualitative explanation can be given considering a single impu-
rity energy state "0 localized below the Fermi level, "0 < EF . Kondo
eﬀect arises only if the spin of the impurity is non-zero, in other words
magnetic. In the simplest spin 12 case, the impurity can be in either a
spin up or spin down state. An itinerant conduction electron with op-
posite spin can couple to the impurity spin through so-called exchange
processes, forming an intermediate virtual singlet state. e impurity
electron will then leave the impurity site to one of the free states at
the Fermi energy, and the itinerant electron will take its place. So, in
the ënal state the spin at the impurity site is ìipped. Classically such
a process is forbidden without energy input into the system, however
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle tells us that within a short time
windowt = h/"0 this is possible. rough many such spin ìips, the
impurity spin is screened by the conduction electrons, which gives rise
to the additional scattering that leads to the increased resistivity below
the Kondo temperature. e interaction between the localized spin and
delocalized electrons can also be viewed as a many particle singlet state,
with a binding energy EK , given by:
EK = kBTK ' exp

  1
JKD(EF )

(2.35)
where TK is the Kondo temperature. At temperatures higher than TK ,
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the singlet state is broken by the thermal energy and Kondo eﬀect van-
ishes.
2.3.2. Kondo eﬀect in quantum dots
A quantum dot embedded in a Fermi sea of electrons can be also seen
as a localized impurity. If the number of conëned electrons is odd
then the total spin of the dot is necessarily diﬀerent from zero, with a
minimum value of 12 . In the late 80’s it was theoretically predicted that
Kondo eﬀect should occur also in quantum dots [12]. is situation is
similar to a bulk metal system containing an impurity. In a quantum
dot all the electrons have to travel through the device, so in a Coulomb
blockaded situation with lowering the temperature the resistance of the
dot should increase. However at low temperatures Kondo eﬀect allows
states that belong to the opposite leads to mix [50], thus decreasing
the resistance, or increasing the conductance, in contrast to a metallic
system where the scattering on an impurity increases the resistance.
Let us consider a dot with a single spin degenerate energy state "o
mS mD mS mD mS mDe0e0 e0
e+E0 C e+E0 C e+E0 C
initial state intermediate state final state
Figure 2.17.:
Anderson model for a single level quantum dot. This model assumes a
dot with an energy level "0, well below the chemical potentials of the
leads, occupied by a spin up electron in the initial state. The electron
can tunnel out of the dot into a forbidden intermediate state, and be
replaced by an electron from the leads with opposite spin.
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situated well bellow the Fermi level, occupied by a single electron with
spin up so transport through this state is forbidden. e Coulomb
charging energy necessary to bring another electron on the dot, must
be larger than the other energy scales involved, i.e. "0 + EC > EF
(see the initial state in Fig.2.17). As in the case of bulk metals, the
delocalized electrons in the leads screen the impurity spin, forming a
singlet state. Due to the quantum mechanical uncertainty, the spin
of the dot can tunnel into the leads, leaving the system into a ”virtual”
intermediate state (middle part in Fig.2.17), and the other spin forming
the singlet will take its place ëlling the state on the dot. Hence, if the
initial spin up will be replaced by a spin down electron, the quantum
dot eﬀective spin is ìipped (ënal state in Fig.2.17).
e spin of the dot constantly ìuctuates between spin up and spin
down, and this changes the energy spectrum of the systems. In con-
trast to resonant tunneling, the Kondo eﬀect processes are generated
by exchange interactions, and because many electrons are involved this
is called a many-body phenomenon. is generates the emergence of a
very sharp peak in the density of states of the quantum dot. is Kondo
resonance is pinned exactly at the Fermi level (Fig. 2.18), thus the sys-
tem is always on resonance, regardless whether the position of the "0
state is changed by a plunger gate. In Fig. 2.18 the Kondo resonance
width gives the energy scale, i.e. the Kondo temperature, while   is the
ground state broadening due to tunnel coupling to the leads.
mS mD
GS GD
4G
TK Figure 2.18.:
Density of states in the Kondo regime.
The successive spin øips lead to the
emergence of a peak in the DOS pinned
at the Fermi level.
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The Andersonmodel for a quantum dot
eAnderson Hamiltonian for a quantum dot is essentially the same as
in the case of a bulk system, however as a quantum dot is investigated
in transport measurements, it is connected to two (or more in some
cases) leads. In the two lead case, it can be written as follows [51]:
H = HS +HD +HQD +Ht (2.36)
whereHS andHD are the Hamiltonians of the electrons in the Source
lead, and Drain respectively:
HS;D =
X
k;
"(S;D)kc
y
(S;D)kc(S;D)k (2.37)
with cy(S;D)k (c(S;D)k) the creation (annihilator) operators, and dis-
persion "(S;D)k.
HQD =
X

"0d
y
d + ECd
y
+d+d
y
 d  (2.38)
is the quantum dot Hamiltonian, "0 is the impurity energy level, dy
the impurity electron creation operator and EC the charging energy
for double occupancy of a spin up and spin down.
A tunneling Hamiltonian Ht is taken into account since Kondo
eﬀect involves tunneling events from the leads onto the dot and vice-
versa:
Ht =
X
k
q
U2Sk + U
2
Dk
h
cykd + h:c:
i
(2.39)
where U(S;D)k are hybridization constants of an energy state k on the
impurity site with states in the leads, and are related to the level broad-
ening by   = jU(S;D)kj2D(EF ), with D(EF ) the density of states
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at the Fermi energy in the leads [12]. e obtained Hamiltonian for
a quantum dot is essentially the same as in the case of bulk systems,
thus the behavior of the Anderson model is retained under equilibrium
conditions.
e Kondo temperature is related to the Anderson model parame-
ters by [52]:
TK =
p
EC 
2
exp

 "0("0 + EC)
EC 

(2.40)
with   the broadening of the "0 energy state.
One of the controversial aspects of the theory of Kondo eﬀect is the
so-calledKondo cloud. is consists of the electrons that have previously
interacted with the impurity spin, and contain information about each
other [50], being a measure of the range to which the Kondo screening
extends around the impurity. e Kondo cloud has an estimated radius
given by:
rK =
~vF
kBTK
(2.41)
where kBTK is the Kondo energy, with TK the Kondo temperature,
vF = ~kF /m the Fermi velocity and kF =
p
2ne the Fermi
wavevector [53].
2.3.3. Transport characteristics in the Kondo regime
In Figure 2.19 are depicted the main transport characteristics through
a quantum dot in the Kondo regime. At zero magnetic ëeld the dot
energy levels are spin degenerate, and for an odd number of electrons
(N) the total spin is diﬀerent from zero. In the simplest case we could
assume a total spin of one half for N=odd, while for N+1 and N-1 the
simplest assumption is S = 0, in which case Kondo eﬀect is not ex-
pected to occur. us looking at the linear conductance through the
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Figure 2.19.:
(a) Linear conductance through a quantum dot for diﬀerent tempera-
tures. In the Coulomb valleys corresponding to an odd electron number
on the dot, the conductance in enhanced at low temperature. (b) Non-
linear conductance in the Kondo valley, showing the Kondo resonance.
The solid line corresponds to T << TK when the Kondo conductance
reaches the unitary limit, the dashed line for T  TK , while the dotted
line to T > TK .
dot (Fig. 2.19 (a)), in the Coulomb valleys with N=odd the conduc-
tance is enhanced by the Kondo eﬀect as the temperature is decreased ,
while in the valleys with an even number of electrons the conductance
decreases due to reduced thermal excitation. At temperatures much
smaller than the Kondo temperature T << TK , the conductance
reaches the so-called unitary limit of 2e2/h (solid line in Fig. 2.19 (a)
and (b)), that is the maximum conductance of a spin degenerate chan-
nel [54]. Which means that even though the dot is separated from the
leads by tunnel barriers, Kondo eﬀect allows a perfect transmission.
As a function of bias, the Kondo resonance is manifested as a zero-
bias peak - also called zero-bias anomaly (ZBA) - in the conductance
(Fig. 2.19 (b)), which decreases rapidly with increasing bias. At ënite
bias the Kondo resonance splits into two peaks pinned at the Fermi
levels of the leads and in this case the Kondo correlations drop to zero
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due to violation of the energy conservation (see e.g. [55]).
Estimating the Kondo temperature
e most relevant parameter accessible experimentally is the Kondo
temperature, however its determination is not always straightforward.
e easiest method is using the Kondo resonance width from the bias
dependence [16]:
TK =
w
4kB
(2.42)
wherew = 0:4128 is theWilson number, kB is the Bolzmann constant
and the half width at half maximum (HWHM) of the Kondo zero-
bias anomaly.
e Kondo singlet is very sensitive to temperature variations and
the conductance shows a logarithmic increase as the temperature is low-
ered. A schematic temperature dependence is depicted in Fig. 2.20.
e variation of the conductance as a function of temperature is de-
scribed by the following empirical formula, obtained using numerical
22e /h
G
log(T)
Figure 2.20.:
Temperature dependence of
the Kondo conductance.
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renormalization group (NRG) calculations [56]:
G(T ) = G0

1
1 + (T/T
0
K)
2
s
(2.43)
where
T
0
K =
TKp
21/s   1
where G0 is the low temperature conductance while the s parameter
is dimensionless and it is expected to have a value of  0:2 for the
spin one-half Anderson impurity model in the middle of the Kondo
valley [9]. e ët with this formula provides a good estimation of the
Kondo energy scale.
Another method of estimating the Kondo temperature is directly
from Eq. 2.40. Although estimating the position of the impurity level
with respect to the Fermi energy "0 and the charging energy EC can
be done with good precision for a quantum dot, determining the level
broadening   is not straightforward. In the low temperature limit,
T <<  , the FWHMof theCoulomb peaks is 2  for a non-interacting
quantum dot [58], while for a dot coupled via a Kondo singlet to the
leads (interacting case) the Anderson model yields a FWHM doubled
to 4  [59]. For large temperatures, T   /2, the temperature de-
pendence of the Coulomb conductance peak can be described by a
convolution of the Lorenz ët of the peak full width at half maximum
(FWHM) and the Fermi-Dirac function 3:52kBT . Extrapolating line
ët of FWHM = 0:78  + 3:52kBT to T = 0 gives the intrinsic level
broadening   [9]. However since several data analysis steps are neces-
sary, this method of estimating the Kondo temperature can give large
errors, so throughout this work we have used only the ërst two meth-
ods.
e Kondo temperature has a strong dependence on the tunnel
coupling to the leads, thus TK exhibits a minimum in the middle of
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Figure 2.21.:
Temperature dependence as function of detuning in the Kondo valley.
The data is calculated for the Single Impurity Anderson Model, where
"0 + EC/2 = 0 corresponds to the middle of the Kondo valley and
"0 + EC/2 = 1 to the charge degeneracy point [57].
the Kondo valley, the so-called particle-hole symmetric point, ("0 =
 EC/2) and it increases exponentially as we approach the charge de-
generacy points ("0 = 0; EC ). In Fig. 2.21 are presented NRG calcu-
lations of the Kondo conductance temperature dependence for several
positions of the impurity energy level "0. As we move away from the
middle of the Kondo valley ("o + EC/2 = 0) toward the charge de-
generacy points, the description of TK in terms of Eq. 2.40 becomes
invalid. One can also observe that for values higher than "o+EC/2 =
0:5 the temperature dependence becomes non-monotonic.
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Figure 2.22.:
(a) The Kondo resonance of B=0 (solid line). For higher magnetic öelds
the Kondo resonance is split into two peaks located symmetrically
around zero bias. (b) Zero bias Kondo conductance in an external mag-
netic öeld for T=0K [57].
Kondo conductance in magnetic öeld
A magnetic ëeld will lift the spin degeneracy of an energy level. If we
consider the case for an in-plane magnetic ëeld - here the orbital eﬀects
can be neglected - the level degeneracy is lifted by "0. e Kondo
peak in the density of states is expected to be split by the Zeeman energy,
resulting in two peaks each located at gBB (see. Fig. 2.22 (a)) [8,
10]. From the peak to peak distanceVSD we can directly extract the
Zeeman energy:
EZ = eVSD = 2g
BB (2.44)
where g is the eﬀective electron Lande factor. Although of g is ma-
terial dependent, the value obtained with this method does not always
coincide with the bulk material value, most likely due to the conëne-
ment. e splitting of the Kondo resonance in parallel magnetic ëeld
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Figure 2.23.:
Temperature dependence of the zero-bias Kondo conductance in an ex-
ternal magnetic öeld.
is considered the most distinctive sign of Kondo physics.
With increasing magnetic ëeld the peak splitting increases linearly
according to Eq. 2.44, and because at equilibrium, i.e. VSD = 0, the
peak in the DOS is no longer present, the zero-bias conductance shows
amonotonic decrease. In Fig. 2.22 (b) it’s shown anNRG calculation of
the zero-bias Kondo conductance at the particle-hole symmetric point
with increasing magnetic ëeld for T=0K, while in Fig. 2.23 there is
the temperature dependence of the zero-bias Kondo conductance for
increasing magnetic ëelds. An important feature here is the fact that
for higher magnetic ëelds the temperature behavior of the conductance
becomes non-monotonic, similar to the detuning from the particle-
hole symmetric point situation in Fig. 2.21, although this is a signature
of the splitting.
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e third chapter presents the experimental means used to produce
nanometer scale structures and measure their transport properties. We
will brieìy present the technology used to obtain high quality 2DEGs
through Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), then discuss the layer se-
quence and properties of the wafers used throughout this thesis. e
optical and AFM lithography steps will be later presented in detail, fol-
lowed by the quantum dot structures produced. e chapter ends with
the discussion of the cryogenic and low-current measurement setup
used for investigating the samples.
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3.1. Sample preparation
Fabricating devices on a nanometer scale is still a technological chal-
lenge. High quality materials are required as well as high resolution
lithographic methods. Even though silicon is the most used material
in the electronic industry today, for low noise applications the mate-
rial of choice is GaAs. Lithographically patterned GaAs/AlGaAs het-
erostructures containing a two dimensional system have shown very
high versatility and tunability in nanoscale applications. Modern ma-
terial growth techniques allow production of 2DEGs with high homo-
geneity and diﬀerent carrier densities [60]. Using the 2DEG as a start-
ing point, one-dimensional (quantum wires or quantum point con-
tacts) or zero-dimensional (quantum dots) systems can be patterned in
countless combinations.
3.1.1. Heterostructures
A heterostructure is usually deëned as a semiconductor structure in
which the chemical composition changes with the position. e sim-
plest example is a structure consisting of a single heterojunction - an in-
terface within a crystal between two layers of diﬀerent crystalline semi-
conductors [28].
High quality, defect-free heterostructure are obtained by combin-
ing single crystal growth for the substrate with cutting edge epitax-
ial methods. e standard growth method for single crystals is the
Czochralski technique, where a small pure single crystal, called seed,
is put in contact with the melted material. In an argon atmosphere
the seed is slowly pulled out while rotating and the single crystal is
thus formed around the seed. Being a binary material, single crystal
GaAs is not as straight forward to grow as e.g. Si, due to the diﬀer-
ent vapor pressures of the components. To bypass this problem, the
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Figure 3.1.:
Conductance band minimum across the GaAs/AlGaAs interface - the
conductance band minimum of GaAs bend downward creating a trian-
gular potentialwell at the interfacewithAlGaAs. Usingmodulation dop-
ing the position of the Fermi energy can be adjusted so that only the örst
energy level in the potential well is occupied.
melt is covered with a ìuid that does not mix with the components,
a method named the liquid encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) [40]. Af-
ter the growth, the single crystal usually in the form of a cylinder, is
then cut into thin disks, the so-called wafers, and mechanically pol-
ished to reduce the surface roughness. e wafers thus obtained are
used as substrates for epitaxial growing of layered structures, such as
GaAs/AlxGa1 xAs.
For fundamental research, samples are most commonly produced
by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), a method that can grow epitax-
ial layers with atomic precision. To start with, a single crystal GaAs
substrate is placed in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber to avoid
sample contamination, then heated and slowly rotated. e necessary
material components for the heterostructure, like Ga, Al, Si for n-
doping or B for p-doping, are placed in crucibles called eﬀusion cells and
heated until they start to sublimate, thus creating a molecular beam.
e gaseous elements then condense on the substrate where they can
react with one-another forming a single crystal. e layer deposition
process is monitored by reîection high-energy diﬀraction (RHEED), a
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Figure 3.2.:
Layer sequence for wafer C021227B - MBE growth by M. Reinwald and
W. Wegscheider, University of Regensburg
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Figure 3.3.:
Layer sequence for wafer D040330A - MBE growth by D. Schuh and W.
Wegscheider, University of Regensburg
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Figure 3.4.:
Layer sequence for wafer D080220A - MBE growth by D. Schuh and W.
Wegscheider, University of Regensburg
technique that measures the reìection of an electron beam hitting the
surface at a very small angle. e beam has a penetration depth of a
few monolayers, so the created interference pattern is very sensitive to
changes in the surface morphology.
ematerials of choice for our purposes areGaAs andAlxGa1 xAs.
Due to their nearly identical lattice constants (aGaAs = 5:65Å, aAlAs =
5:66Å) the heterojunction can be MBE grown nearly defect-free at
an atomic level. e diﬀerent band gaps of the two semiconductors
(EGaAs = 1:43 eV, EAlAs = 2:16 eV), as well as diﬀerent vacuum
level energies, lead to band bending at the interface, creating a trian-
gular potential well (Fig.3.1). e position of the Fermi level can be
engineered by appropriate doping, so that only the ërst energy level
in the potential well is occupied at 4.2K, realizing a two dimensional
system at the heterojunction. In order to populate the potential well
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with electrons, charged donors (usually silicon atoms) are placed in the
growth process some tens of nanometers away from the GaAs/AlGaAs
interface. e doping electrons relax in the potential well at the inter-
face, thus creating a separation between the donor atom layer and the
charge carriers in the 2DEG.is separation, calledmodulation doping,
is responsible for creating a very smooth potential in the 2DEG.
In Fig.3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the layer sequence and electronic proper-
ties of the three wafers used in this work are presented. e materi-
als were grown in Regensburg, at the Institut für Experimentelle und
Angewandte Physik by M. Reinwald and W. Wegscheider (C021227B
- Fig.3.2) and D. Schuh and W. Wegscheider (D040330A - Fig.3.3
and D080220A - Fig.3.4).
3.1.2. Optical lithography
After the growth process, the wafers are cut into smaller pieces, usu-
ally about 2 square millimeters and laterally patterned through an op-
tical lithographic process. e lateral resolution of the optically pat-
terned samples is in the sub-micrometer range, therefore this requires
that most of the fabrication steps to be carried out inside a dust-free
clean room to avoid sample contamination. e optical lithographic
steps are schematically represented in Fig. 3.5.
e ërst stage of the optical patterning is deëning the so-called
mesa, that is the usable sample area containing the 2DEG. e sam-
ples are cleaned with acetone in an ultra-sonic bath before depositing a
photo-sensitive resist layer on the surface. For higher lateral resolution
the resist layer has to be very thin and homogeneous, therefore the sam-
ple is rotated at high speed to achieve the desired result (60s at 4000
rpm in our case) - step 1 in Fig. 3.5. rough a baking process the sol-
ubility of the exposed resist can either be increased (so-called positive
resist) or decreased (so-called negative resist) with respect to the unex-
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Figure 3.5.:
Optical lithography processing steps - schematic diagram
posed resist. Next, the sample is mounted into a mask aligner, a device
that allows positioning the sample with respect to a mask. An illumi-
nation step follows, carried out using ultra-violet (UV) light, through
a mask placed between the sample and an UV source in order to se-
lectively expose the desired areas (step 2 in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 (a)).
Using a suitable developer the resist in the exposed areas is removed
(step 3). e remaining resist on the surface acts as an etch mask in the
wet chemical etching process that follows, thus deëning the mesa (step
4 and 5 in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 (b)). e etchant is a water diluted
solution containing H2O2 for surface oxidation and an acid (typically
H3PO4) that removes the oxide. e process is stopped by immersing
the sample in distilled water.
e second processing stage is the metallization and contacting of
the 2DEG. Because all the measurements presented throughout this
thesis are current-voltage characteristics we need an electrical contact
between the 2DEG and an attached wire. e ërst lithographic steps
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.6.:
The sample during optical lithography - Sample after: (a) mesa develop-
ment - resist in present in the darker areas. (b)mesa etching - the 2DEG is
removed in the light colored area. (c) ohmic contact development - the
yellow areas are developed, while the rest of the sample is still covered
with resist. (d) metal deposition and lift oﬀ - yellow parts are covered
with metal. (e) ohmic contact annealing. (f ) wedge bonding
are repeated: the sample is cleaned again with acetone and a new layer of
resist is deposited (steps 6 and 7). is time we use a negative resist, so
the resist in the areas protected by the mask from the UV exposure will
be removed in the development (step 8 in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 (c)). In
order to obtain a good contact we have to make sure that all the resist is
removed from the areas where the metal should be deposited. erefore
in between steps 8 and 9 the sample is exposed to oxygen plasma. A
side eﬀect of the oxygen plasma is the oxidation of the exposed surface,
which also degrades the contact. Since GaAs doesn’t react with most
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acids, the oxide on the surface can be removed by immersing the sample
in a suitable acid (e.g. 18% HCl). e sample is then placed in an
UVH evaporation chamber and several metal layers are deposited on
the sample surface (step 9 in Fig. 3.5)). A typical sequence is 40 nm
Ge, 60 nm Au, 27 nm Ni, 150 nm Au. Afterwards the resist including
the metal on top of it has to be removed in a lift-oﬀ process. is leaves
the sample with the metal only in the desired areas (step 10 in Fig. 3.5
and Fig. 3.6 (d)).
A good contact should have in the ërst place a linear current-voltage
characteristic - for this reason are called ohmic contacts - in the range
relevant for the experiment (approx. 0.1 A), and secondly have a van-
ishing or very low resistance at low temperatures compared to the mea-
sured device (for GaAs a typical value is 1k
 at 4.2 K). After the lift-oﬀ,
there is a Schottky barrier formed between the sample and the metal on
the surface. rough an annealing process, i.e. heating the sample to
470 oC for 120 s, the metal breaks the physical metal-semiconductor
barrier and diﬀuses into the GaAs. From the three metallic compo-
nents, germanium is the one that lowers the Schottky barrier, being
an n-type dopant, and gives the ohmic behavior. Fig. 3.6 (e) shows
the metallic pads on the sample after the annealing process. e last
processing step is mounting the sample in a standard ceramic chip car-
rier and attaching some gold wires between the ohmic contacts on the
sample and the chip carrier (Fig. 3.6 (f )).
3.1.3. Scanning probe nanolithography
The atomic force microscope
e atomic force microscope (AFM) [61] is a very powerful tool and
can be used in a large variety of operational modes to investigate and
modify surfaces. In comparison with the Scanning Tunneling Micro-
scope (STM) [62] where the surface information is acquired via a tun-
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Figure 3.7.:
(a) Schematic diagram of the AFM. The setup consists of a piezo-crystal,
a laser diode focused on the cantilever and a photo-detector. (b) Elec-
trolytic cell for Local Anodic Oxidation - The water ölm on the surface of
the sample acts as a catalyst for the chemical reaction generated by the
current øow between the AFM tip and the sample, forming an oxide.
neling current that ìows between a very sharp tip and the sample, the
AFM uses the mechanical tip-sample interaction to build a surface pro-
ële, and therefore it does not suﬀer from the limitations imposed by
the tunnel current. e AFM also is a promising lithographic tool
for achieving further downsizing of electronic devices. Moving single
atoms in a controlled way has been already demonstrated [63], nanos-
tructures have been produced by engraving or nanomachining a sur-
face [64, 65] and more recently by local anodic oxidation (LAO) [43,
66–70].
e principle behind an AFM is quite simple: a sharp tip attached
to a piezo-resistive crystal is brought in contact with a sample and the
tip-sample mechanical interaction is used to obtain the surface infor-
mation. e piezo-resistive crystal can be deformed with sub-angstrom
precision in all directions by applied voltages and is used to scan the tip
across the surface. e interaction between the tip and the sample can
be precisely monitored using a laser focused on the cantilever and mea-
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suring its deìection with a photo-detector (see Fig. 3.7 (a)). As the tip
is moved across the surface the cantilever bends upwards or downward
following the surface proële and the recorded deìection is assembled
into a matrix that can be translated into a height proële of the surface.
e twomain AFMoperationmodes are contact and tappingmode.
As its name suggests, in contact mode the tip is in permanent contact
with the surface, and the cantilever deìection is used as a feedback pa-
rameter to keep the force between the tip and the surface constant by
adjusting the piezo in z-direction. In tapping mode the cantilever is
oscillated near the sample surface so that at the lower oscillation point
it touches the surface, or taps the surface. e cantilever oscillation fre-
quency is chosen in such a way that a small amplitude change gives a
large response in frequency, so-called resonance frequency. e signal
acquired by the detector in this case is a sinus wave with the frequency
of the oscillating tip and the feedback parameter here is the amplitude
of the signal, i.e. cantilever.
Local anodic oxidation
Local anodic oxidation is a very convenient and ìexible method that
has been also used to directly pattern a two dimensional electronic
system in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure. In Fig. 3.7 (b) there is a
schematic representation of the setup used for LAO with an AFM. Un-
der ambient conditions on the surface of the sample there is a thin water
ëlm formed which acts as an electrolyte. A conductive AFM tip acts
as a cathode, while the grounded sample acts as the anode. Applying
a voltage between the tip and the sample generates a current ìow, that
in turn initiates a chemical reaction [71], locally oxidizing the GaAs
surface under the tip:
2GaAs+ 12h+ + 10OH  ! Ga2O3 +As2O3 + 4H2O + 2H+
(3.1)
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where h+ are positively charged holes in GaAs.
e result is that right underneath the oxide the 2DEG is depleted
[66, 67]. e underlying mechanism that generates the depletion is
explained in terms of surface states. In shallow 2DEGs, e.g. Fig. 3.2-
3.4, due to the small distance between the 2DEG and the surface, only
 10% of the doping electrons relax into the electron system, while
the remaining are captured by the surface states [40]. is makes the
2DEG very sensitive to surface modiëcations. e oxide created by
LAO underneath the AFM tip protrudes also into the sample, sub-
Figure 3.8.:
The AFM setup for Local Anodic Oxidation - The microscope is placed
on an active table, inside an acoustic insulating hood. The atmosphere
inside the hood is temperature and humidity controlled.
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sequently bringing the surface closer to the 2DEG. e extra surface
states eﬀectively change the internal electric ëelds and lead to the local
depletion of the 2DEG. Using this technique one can create isolating
regions that can be combined to deëne complex lateral nanodevices on
the heterostructure [69, 70].
While the oxide itself does not play any role in the depletion of
the electronic system, the aspect ratio of the oxide lines determines the
shape of the grooves created on the surface, and consequently the shape
of the created potential in the 2DEG. e ideal oxide line will create a
potential that for a small voltage applied on one side generates a large
ëeld eﬀect on the other side. is is equivalent to a large capacitor.
e capacitive coupling between two regions is mainly dictated by the
thickness of the oxide lines, a thick oxide resulting in a poor coupling,
i.e. small capacitance. On the other hand the depletion of the elec-
tronic system can also be viewed as a tunnel barrier, where the height
of the barrier is determined by the depth (which is proportional to the
oxide height) of the groove. e aspect ratio of oxide lines depends
on several parameters, like ambient humidity, applied voltage, writing
speed, tip geometry and material.
In Fig. 3.8 there is a picture of the AFM setup used in this work.
e AFM is a Veeco Dimension V with a Nanoscope V controller. e
small length scales on which the AFM operates makes it very sensitive
to vibrations. To improve the quality and precision of the acquired
data, the AFM is sitting on a table that actively compensates mechanical
vibrations, and the whole setup is inside an acoustic isolating hood.
e humidity inside the hood is externally controlled using a humid
air ìow.
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3.1.4. Samples
In the present work the main objective was to create a system that al-
lows the experimental realization andmeasurement of the classical two-
impurity Kondo problem (2IKP). at means measuring the interac-
tion between two solid-state embedded spins via non-local exchange
interaction.
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C021227B structure
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D080220A structure
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D040330A structure
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e system of choice was made of two quantum dots located at a
certain distance apart, so that capacitive or tunnel coupling would not
play a role. In Fig. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 are pictured the devices used in
this work. e structures were produced by LAO with an AFM (see
section 3.1.3) using the wafers introduced in section 3.1. e oxide
lines that deëne the devices are highlighted in blue. e basic layout
is in all three cases the same: two quantum dots (labeled 1 and 2 and
marked by dashed circles) connected to the source contact (labeled S)
via an open conducting region, and to individual drains (labeled D1
and D2). Six in-plane gates, G1 to G6, coupled capacitively to the
QDs are acting as plunger gates, controlling the position of the discrete
energy levels on the dots. Due to their relatively large area compared to
the QDs, the gates are also controlling the coupling to the leads. Beside
the diﬀerent materials used, the device geometry is also varied. e
quantum dots in the C021227B structure (Fig. 3.9) have a lithographic
diameter of  300 nm, and are placed  600 nm apart, including the
width of the oxide lines. In the case of structure D080220A we ënd
a diameter of  150 nm for both quantum dots, with a distance in
between of  700 nm, while the D040330A structure is characterized
by a diameter of  125 nm for QD1 and  140 nm for QD2, with
a distance of  750 nm in between. In order to decouple the region
between the dots from the Source, we have also designed the samples
with a small 1D constriction between the central region and the Source.
eir electronic properties will be discussed in the next Chapter.
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3.2. Measurement setup
Measuring the current and conductance of a mesoscopic system is not
straight forward. e relatively small single level energy spacing of
a quantum dot requires a small thermal carrier energy and low-noise
setup. e ërst is achieved by cooling the sample to very low tempera-
tures in a cryostat. e second, by applying and detecting small signals,
avoiding ground loops, using suitable signal ëltering and proper wiring.
Both will be discussed in the following.
3.2.1. The dilution refrigerator
e measurements presented in this thesis were performed in a Kelvi-
nox TLM and in a Kelvinox 300 3He/4He dilution refrigerator. While
the working principle is the same in both cases, in the following we
will discuss mainly the Kelvinox 300 system. is system can reach
temperatures as low as 5 mK using the properties of liquid 4He and the
3He/4He mixture. To reach down to the milikelvin range necessary for
our measurement we use several cooling stages. First of all the cryo-
stat insert (Fig. 3.12) is immersed in a liquid 4He bath, which cools
the insert to 4.2 K, the temperature of liquid 4He under atmospheric
pressure. To cool the inset further the part of the insert containing the
other cooling stages (Fig. 3.12) are placed in an inner vacuum chamber
(IVC) to reduce the thermal exchange with the 4He bath. e dilution
fridge uses two continuous cooling circuits. One is the 4He circuit,
the so-called 1K-pot, with a temperature of 1.5 K. Liquid 4He is let
into the 1K-pot from the main bath and is pumped on it, reducing its
vapor pressure, which in turn cools the liquid. At 1 mbar it reaches a
temperature of 1.2 K [40].
e second circuit of the fridge is the 3He/4Hemixture closed loop.
e mixture is stored at room temperature, so it is pumped into the
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Figure 3.12.:
Kelvinox 300 dilution refrigerator with the cooling stages marked
cryostat in the gas phase. e inlet is thermally coupled to the 1K-
pot, so the mixture is ërst cooled to 1.5 K. We know that at 4.2 K
4He becomes liquid and at 2.17 K undergoes a phase transition into
a superìuid state, while 3He liquiëes at 3.19 K under atmospheric
pressure [40]. So initially the mixture condensates in the mixing cham-
ber, and the temperature is further reduced by pumping on it. Below
860 mK the mixture goes through a phase separation into a 3He-dilute
phase and a 3He-concentrated phase. Since 3He is lighter than 4He,
the 3He-concentrated phase will be formed on top of the dilute phase.
e mixing chamber is connected to a heated still (around 600 mK)
through a pipe that reaches the lower phase, i.e. the 3He-dilute phase.
erefore 3He is taken from the dilute-phase and evaporated (at this
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temperature the vapor pressure of 4He is negligible, so only 3He evap-
orates). Being a quantum ìuid, the 3He/4He ratio in the dilute phase
is constant, so while 3He is pumped out through the still, other 4He
atoms are passing the phase boundary from the concentrated to the di-
lute phase. is process consumes latent heat and the mixture becomes
colder, reaching the milikelvin range. e evaporated 3He is circulated
through an external pump and recondensed in the mixing chamber,
thus maintaining a continuous cooling cycle. e sample is cooled ei-
ther by thermal coupling to the mixing chamber via a cold ënger (as in
Fig. 3.12), or by directly immersing it in the mixture.
3.2.2. Electrical setup
In Fig. 3.13 and 3.14 we have sketched the simpliëed setups for the
transport measurements performed throughout this work. In the setup
in Fig. 3.13 the oscillating voltage from a EG&G 7200 lock-in ampli-
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Figure 3.13.:
Measurement setup for samples C021227B and D08022A.
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ëer VAC is added with the DC signal VSD from a digital-to-analog
converter IOtech DAC488HR, and supplied to the Source contact of
the sample (a schematic of the adder is provided in Appendix D, in
Fig. D.2). To increase the precision of the applied voltages, the AC
signal is divided by a factor of 10000 and the output amplitude is
10 V (to keep the excitation power as low as possible) at a frequency
of 83.333 Hz (it will be discussed later why we have chosen this par-
ticular frequency). e DC signal is similarly divided by a factor of
2000, thus using the DAC outputs in the 10 V range we can apply
up to 5 mV with a precision of 150 nV. e two drains, D1 and
D2, are connected each to an Ithaco DL 1211 current ampliëer that
picks up the currents ìowing through the left and right dot. e am-
pliëer output is split between the lock-in, for the AC measurement,
and a Keithley 2000 multimeter, for the DC measurement. Before the
multimeter, the signal is low-pass ëltered to remove the oscillating AC
signal that would otherwise compromise the accuracy of the DC mea-
surement. e multimeter further uses an internal digital ëlter that
averages over 5 powerline cycles (1 PLC=50 Hz=20 ms), keeping the
DCmeasurement in phase with the AC frequency - 3 times the lock-in
frequency 83.333 Hz equals exactly 5 PLCs. e in-plane gate voltages
are supplied by other DAC ports and are all fed through 1 Hz low-pass
ëlters before reaching the sample.
In the ërst setup (Fig. 3.13) the potential of the Drains is kept on
the virtual ground deëned by the current ampliëers, while the Source
potential is basically deëned by the VSD voltage. e main diﬀerence
in the second setup (Fig. 3.14) is that now the Source contact is put
to ground via a 50 
 resistor, while we apply two DC signals on the
drains using the optional external bias ports of the ampliëers. Basically
now the DC virtual ground of the ampliëers is given by two externally
supplied potentials set by the DAC. A detailed schematic of the signal
and grounding setup can be seen in Fig. D.1 from Appendix D.
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Figure 3.14.:
Measurement setup for sample D040330A
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is chapter covers measurements of higher order tunneling phenom-
ena in a few-electron single quantum dot. e inelastic cotunneling
threshold for the ërst and second excited states are identiëed and we in-
vestigate the dependence of the cotunneling threshold on bias and per-
pendicular magnetic ëeld. From a comparison with the Fock-Darwin
spectrum we estimate the electron number contained in the quantum
dot.
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4.1. Inelastic cotunneling at zero-magnetic
öeld
As it was introduced in Chapter 2.3 an elastic cotunneling process can
be explained considering a virtual tunnel event of one electron involv-
ing only the dot ground state, a quantum mechanical process which
gives rise to the Kondo eﬀect. However, if the quantum dot is left in
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Figure 4.1.:
CoulombdiamondmeasurementofQD1on sampleC021227B (logarith-
mic color scale). (top) Inside theCoulombdiamond there are two thresh-
olds corresponding to the cotunneling onset of the örst (black arrows)
and second (blue arrows) excited states. (bottom) Cut in the diﬀerential
conductance taken at VG1 =  25mV, along the line in the top plot.
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an excited state after such an event, the cotunneling process is called in-
elastic and implies correlated tunneling of two electrons. We will show
in the following that exploring the onset of inelastic cotunneling can
be used to measure the excitation spectrum of a quantum dot with im-
proved accuracy, as well as accurately identify a change in the ground
state of the system.
e measurements presented here are performed on QD1 from
sample C021227B. e sample is measured at a base temperature T 
20 mK, using the electronic setup in Fig. 3.13 with the transport path
through QD2 completely cut oﬀ. Figure 4.1 shows a logarithmic scale
diﬀerential conductance intensity plot of the charge stability diagram,
as a function of bias and gate voltage. Dashed lines highlight the edges
of the Coulomb diamond, marking the onset of ërst order tunneling
via the ground state of the dot. e measurement yields an unusually
large charging energy of the dot, that is EC = 3 meV. A comparison
with e.g. QD1 on sample D040330A (Fig. 5.1) discussed in the next
chapter, shows that in this case the charging energy is roughly one or-
der of magnitude larger. is fact suggests a large conënement energy,
thus well separated energy levels.
Inside the Coulomb blocked area we observe two thresholds sym-
metric around zero-bias that mark an increase in the conductance. A
cut at VG1 =  25 mV, along the red line in the top plot, shows
that for each threshold visible in the contour plot we observe a cor-
responding step in the diﬀerential conductance. ese features are cor-
responding to the onset of inelastic cotunneling though excited states
[72, 73]. We extract an excitation energy for both thresholds using
eVSD = "i. Assuming the thresholds correspond to the ërst and
second excited states we obtain "1 ' 0:3 meV for the ërst excited
state, and"2 ' 0:71 meV for the second excited state. e fact that
"2  2"1 indicates roughly a harmonic conënement.
A schematic diagram explaining the process is illustrated in Fig. 4.2
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Figure 4.2.:
Schematic of a Coulomb diamond with two cotunneling peaks visible.
Sloped lines mark the resonance of a dot energy level with the Fermi
energy in the leads. (1) For eVSD  "N+1, and (2) eVSD  "N+2 in-
elastic cotunneling processes increase the conductance in the Coulomb
blocked region. Illustration of the sequential tunneling through the
ground state and (3) örst and (4) second excited states.
for a quantum dot containing N electrons. Inelastic cotunneling sets in
once the bias energy equals the energy spacing to the ërst excited state,
ejVSDj = "1. For instance, an electron on the ground state can
escape to the Drain, while an electron from the Source tunnels into
the ërst excited state (situation 1 in Fig. 4.2). Even though the process
is called inelastic, the total electron energy is conserved, because the
excitation energy is provided by the energy drop in the bias voltage
eVSD [72]. us the cotunneling through the ërst excited state sets
in along the blue dashed lines inside the diamond. For the following
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cotunneling process to occur, the electron on the excited state has to
relax to the ground state and the excitation energy is lost, most likely
by acoustic phonon emission [74].
In comparison with elastic cotunneling via a Kondo state, inelastic
cotunneling currents are much smaller due to the relaxation time of the
excited electron. For the second excited state (situation 2 in Fig. 4.2)
the process is similar. at is when the bias window reaches the energy
spacing to the second excited state, the electron on the ground state
leaves the dot and an electron from the lead can tunnel either into the
second or the ërst excited state. erefore a second step in the cotun-
neling current appears. At the edges of the Coulomb diamond the co-
tunneling lines connect to the diagonal lines corresponding to the ërst
order tunneling through the ërst and second excited state (situation 3,
respectively 4 in Fig. 4.2).
4.2. Inelastic cotunneling in perpendicular
magnetic öeld
A measurement as a function of bias voltage and perpendicular mag-
netic ëeld, carried out for VG1 =  25mV (corresponding to the solid
line in Fig. 4.1) allows us to follow the cotunneling onset with magnetic
ëeld up to B=6 T.e data obtained is presented in Fig. 4.3, where the
positions of the cotunneling onsets are marked with dashed (for the
ërst excited state) and dotted (for the second excited state) white lines.
Already at ëelds up to 1 T a strong dependence of the cotunneling
threshold corresponding to the second excited state can be observed.
Around 0.2 T there is a crossing between the second and the ërst excited
states, situation depicted in the ërst schematic (1) at the bottom of
Fig. 4.3. Around 0.7 T the second excited state "2 reaches the ground
state of the quantum dot (2 in Fig. 4.3). e second excited state has
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Figure 4.3.:
(top) Non-linear measurement of the cotunneling peaks as a function
of perpendicular magnetic öeld for VG1 =  25 mV, along with cuts
at B=0,2,4,6 T (bottom). We observe a strong magnetic öeld depen-
dence of the second excited state (right). The numbers correspond to
the schematic illustrations shown at the bottom.
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a strong dependence on magnetic ëeld, corresponding to an electron
eﬀective Landé factor of g"2 ' 12, while the ërst excited state "1 has a
much lower magnetic ëeld dependence with g"1 ' 0:9. In both cases
the g factor is enhanced by the orbital eﬀects induced by applying a
ëeld perpendicular to the 2DEG. Around 5.5 T the cotunneling gap
Cot closes completely when the ërst excited state "1 crosses with the
ground state. In the cuts taken at 0, 2 and 4 T (Fig. 4.3) the evolution
of the cotunneling gap is visible. However in the 6 T cut, the two
shoulders in the conductance at roughly0:2mV suggest a re-opening
of the gap. is behavior could explain the crossing as a magnetic ëeld
driven ground state transition [75].
Figure 4.4 shows the cotunneling gap as a function of magnetic
ëeld measured from the contour plot in Fig. 4.3, together with the
zero-bias conductance. Two steps are observed on the zero-bias con-
ductance. e ërst step corresponds to the point where the two excited
states become degenerate "1 = "2, related to the abrupt change in the
cotunneling gap linear behavior. A linear ët ofCot in this region and
extrapolating to 0 (dashed line in Figure 4.3) gives the magnetic ëeld
value at which it is expected to cross the ground state -B ' 1:2 T.e
second step in the zero-bias conductance coincides with the closing of
the cotunneling gap Cot = 0, and marks the point where the ërst
excited state crosses the ground state, around B ' 5 T.
e cotunneling onset behavior with magnetic ëeld can be seen
also in measurements as a function of bias and gate voltages at diﬀer-
ent ëeld values, shown in Fig. 4.5. e diﬀerential conductance peaks
corresponding to tunneling through the ground state of the systems are
marked in all measurements with black dashed lines, while dotted lines
mark transport via the excited states. Up to B=6 T the cotunneling
onset is also evidenced in the ëgure by blue dotted lines. Although it is
expected to remain constant as a function of gate voltage (see Fig. 4.2),
it can be seen that the blue dotted lines marking the onset of cotunnel-
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Figure 4.4.:
Cotunneling energy gap (top) and zero-bias conductance (bottom) as a
function of magnetic öeld. Steps in the conductance mark the change
in the ground state of the system.
ing are not parallel as expected, but having a ënite slope. is feature
is attributed to a modiëcation of the conëning potential as a function
of gate voltage [72][75]. e cotunneling onset shows here the same
behavior as in Fig. 4.3, that is a decrease with magnetic ëeld, up to 5 T
when the cotunneling gap closes (Cot = 0). However the measure-
ment at B=6 T shows a very weak cotunneling onset, which indicate
the reopening of the gap, as expected for a ground state transition. For
B=0.15 T and 2 T the conductance peaks corresponding to ërst order
tunneling through the ërst excited state (dotted red line) are also visi-
ble, however only on the positive bias side which is given by resonant
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Figure 4.5.:
Non-linear measurements showing the cotunneling peaks at diﬀerent
magnetic öelds. With increasing the magnetic öeld the cotunneling en-
ergy is reduced due to orbital eﬀects.
transport with the Source lead. e ërst order tunneling peaks through
the excited state (dotted red lines) connect at the Coulomb diamond
edges to the cotunneling onset (dotted blue line). For magnetic ëelds
higher than 4 T another excited state is visible in transport. In the mea-
surements at B=0.15, 2 and 4 T, around VG1 '  35 mV there is a
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disturbance in the measurements most likely caused by a charged trap
due to the roughness of the conëning potential.
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Figure 4.6.:
Measurement of the charge stability diagram inmagnetic öeld showing
the zig-zag behavior of the ground states (red).
In the diﬀerential conductance measurement as a function of per-
pendicular magnetic ëeld and gate voltage (Fig. 4.6) we can observe the
zig-zag pattern of the chemical potential of the N-1th and Nth ground
states of the quantum dot. Each kink in the position of the chemical
potential corresponds to a change in the ground state, as a result of a
crossing with a lower energy state. e similar behavior in the position
of the two visible peaks with magnetic ëeld could indicate a spin pair-
ing eﬀect: the states belong to the same orbital, the lower one being
ëlled with spin up, and the upper with spin down [76]. However a
clear conclusion whether the Nth electron ground state is a singlet or
a triplet cannot be drawn. Furthermore, the fact that few kinks in the
ground state are visible over a wide range of magnetic ëeld, suggests a
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Figure 4.7.:
Fock-Darwin spectrum with the 13th and 14th electron peaks marked
(solid lines).
few electron quantum dot with large conënement energy. e kinks in
the chemical potential of the Nth electron, N , at 1:2 T and 5 T
(marked by arrows in Fig. 4.6) correspond to the ground state changes
visible also in the cotunneling conductance.
A qualitative comparison can be made with the Fock-Darwin spec-
trum. In Fig. 4.7 are highlighted the ground states of the 13th and 14th
electrons for a parabolic harmonic potential with a conënement energy
~!0 = 1:5 meV. e 13th and 14th ground states show a similar zig-
zag behavior as the two peaks in Fig. 4.6. However, due to the larger
conëning energy of the quantum dot, there is a factor of 5 discrepancy
in the magnetic ëeld scale.
4.3. Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the inelastic cotunneling onset in a
few electron quantum dot. e cotunneling thresholds corresponding
to the ërst and second excited states are identiëed. From non-linear
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measurements as a function of perpendicular magnetic ëeld we analyze
the orbital eﬀects on the excited states, by monitoring the excitation
energy gap. We observe the transition between the excited states and
the ground state in magnetic ëeld, and ënd a corresponding step in
the zero bias conductance through the dot. A qualitative comparison
of the ground state behavior in magnetic ëeld with the Fock-Darwin
spectrum allows an estimation of the number of electrons contained in
the quantum dot.
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In the following chapter we investigate the Kondo eﬀect in single quan-
tum dots. We start with the occurrence of the zero-bias anomaly at zero
magnetic ëeld and explore several methods for a quantitative estima-
tion of the Kondo energy scale. Parallel magnetic ëeld measurements
yield the expected Zeeman splitting of the Kondo resonance, while in
perpendicular magnetic ëeld we observe a modulation of the Kondo
conductance as a function of the magnetic ëeld ìux quantum.
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5.1. Kondo eﬀect in a single quantum dot
In the following, measurements of the Kondo eﬀect in a single quantum
dot are presented, starting with the occurrence of the zero-bias anomaly
(ZBA) at zero magnetic ëeld and a discussion about the methods used
in this work for estimating the Kondo temperature. From measure-
ments in parallel magnetic ëeld we will extract the Zeeman energy and
the eﬀective electron g factor for our system. In the third part we
discuss the model for the Kondo eﬀect in perpendicular magnetic ëeld
and present measurements of the so-called Kondo chessboard, followed
by introducing a method for extracting the Kondo temperature.
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Figure 5.1.:
Non-linear measurement on QD1 from sample D040330A showing the
Kondo resonance in the diﬀerential conductance. Dashed white lines
mark the situationwhen the ground state is in resonancewith the Fermi
level in the leads, forming the Coulomb diamonds.
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5.1.1. Kondo eﬀect at zero magnetic öeld
As already introduced in chapter 2.3.2, Kondo eﬀect is manifested as a
peak in the diﬀerential conductance as a function of bias, the so-called
zero-bias anomaly. In Fig. 5.1 is presented a measurement on QD1
from sample D040330A, where we observe the zero-bias anomaly in
the diﬀerential conductance as a function of gate voltage and bias. In
the ëgure, dashed white lines mark the edges of the Coulomb diamond,
yielding a charging energyEC  0:3meV.e electron number inside
the dot is N  50 estimated from the lithographic dimensions. In-
side the Coulomb diamond, between VG6 '  145 mV to  130 mV
along zero bias, a peak in the conductance can be clearly observed,
that is the signature of Kondo eﬀect. Another important detail is that
the Kondo ZBA does not extend in the nearby Coulomb valleys, as
expected from the Anderson impurity model for an even number of
electrons, although for many-electron quantum dots it has been ob-
served that Kondo eﬀect can occur in successive Coulomb valleys, as a
signature of higher spin states [77].
Extracting the Kondo temperature from experimental data
An exact estimation of the Kondo energy scale from experimental data
is not always possible. Due to this reason we will discuss and compare
in the following two methods for estimating the Kondo temperature
for the same measured data.
e most straightforward way to estimate the Kondo temperature
is by extracting the half width at half maximum from the resonance
lineshape and calculate the Kondo temperature using Eq. 2.42. In
Fig. 5.2 there is the cut taken along the black dashed line in Fig. 5.1 at
VG6 '  139 mV, showing Kondo resonance at zero bias. e peaks
at VSD   0:2 mV and 0:3 mV correspond to the charge degeneracy
points along the edges of the Coulomb diamond. e Kondo reso-
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Figure 5.2.:
Lorenz öt of theKondo resonance versusbias. Thehalfwidth at halfmax-
imum (HWLM) value obtained from the öt yields a TK ' 460mK calcu-
lated from Eq. 2.42. The dashed line marks the expected shape of the
Coulomb peaks, estimated through a parabolic öt.
nance is ëtted with a Lorenz function (red line in Fig. 5.2) with an
assumed zero background conductance. e HWHM value obtained
from the ët is  = 0:125 mV, which results in a Kondo tempera-
ture of TK ' 460 mK, comparable to previously reported values in
the same regime [9]. It must be mentioned that in samples with small
charging energy - as in this case - the Coulomb peaks overlap inside the
blockaded area due to the tunnel broadening which raises the question
whether assuming a zero-background conductance for the Kondo res-
onance ët is the right choice. In Fig. 5.2 a parabolic ët (dashed line) is
used as a guide to the eye to estimate the overlap of the Coulomb peaks
around zero bias.
Another method of estimating the Kondo temperature is from the
temperature dependence. In Fig. 5.3 (a) is shown the temperature de-
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pendence of the Kondo resonance discussed in Fig. 5.2. e position
corresponds to the minimum Kondo conductance where the situation
is expected to be well described by the Anderson model. We observe
that with increasing temperature the Kondo peak decreases and even-
tually disappears, which is a clear signature of the Kondo eﬀect. As dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.2, increasing the temperature destroys the singlet
formed between the delocalized electrons in the leads and the localized
spin on the dot. As kBT becomes larger than the Kondo energy kBTK
the conductance drops.
In comparison, the Coulomb peaks - in Fig. 5.3 (a) it is visible
only the negative bias Coulomb peak, located at VSD   0:2 mV
- exhibit a slight decrease in the peak conductance with temperature,
together with a large increase in the width of the peak, as expected for
the Coulomb resonance lineshape [58]. At higher temperatures the
Coulomb peak widths become large enough to dominate the zero-bias
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Figure 5.3.:
(a) Temperature dependence of the Kondo resonance as a function of
bias taken along the dashed black line in Fig.5.1. (b) Kondo zero-bias
conductance as a function of temperature. A TK = 92mK is obtained
from ötting with Eq. 2.43.
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transport, hence the conductance at zero bias will start to increase. In
Fig. 5.3 (b) we show the zero-bias conductance as a function of temper-
ature. Up to 200mK the conductance drops on a logarithmic temper-
ature scale, and can be ëtted with Eq. 2.43 (solid line in Fig. 5.3 (b)) if
we assume a temperature independent background b. e parameters
used in the ëtting procedure are b ' 0:416 e2/h, G0 ' 1:03 e2/h,
TK ' 92 mK with s ' 1:4, a factor of 5 smaller than the value
obtained from the resonance width. e Kondo temperature TK ob-
tained from the ët of the temperature dependence should describe the
point where the Kondo conductance reaches one half of its low temper-
ature value, i.e.  0:55 e2/h in this case. However we can see that the
Kondo conductance drops only to  0:42 e2/h, about 24%, before
it starts increasing. e reason is an overlap with the Coulomb peaks
which are also broadened by the temperature, which results in a under-
estimation of the Kondo temperature. Another indication of the error
in the Kondo temperature estimation is the value of the s parameter,
expected to have a characteristic value of  0:22 [9]. To make a com-
parison with the initial ët, in Fig. 5.3 (b) there is also plotted a ët of the
data (dashed line) with TK = 460 mK and s = 0:22 ëxed, yielding a
G0 ' 1:10 e2/h and b ' 0:137 e2/h. Because of the large discrep-
ancy between the values obtained with the two methods, for quantum
dots with small charging energy, the temperature dependence measure-
ment can be used only as a qualitative method for estimating the Kondo
energy scale.
Tuning the Kondo temperature
e ability to directly change the Kondo energy scale is a challenging
task. However, the large number of tunable parameters available in the
case of a quantum dot makes it possible in this kind of system. Since
the Kondo conductance depends exponentially on the tunnel coupling
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Figure 5.4.:
Tuning theKondo temperature using an in-planegate. Adecreased volt-
ageongate2 (inset) lowers the coupling to the right leadS, thusdecreas-
ing the Kondo temperature.
to the leads, one way to tune the Kondo temperature is by changing
the position of the dot level with respect to the Fermi level in the leads
using a plunger gate (e.g. VG6 in Fig. 5.1), although as the dot level
nears the charge degeneracy points, the behavior in this regime is not
well described by the Anderson model.
Another method is by inìuencing the tunnel barriers using an in-
plane gate close to the barrier. In Fig. 5.4 we show several Kondo res-
onances for QD1 from sample D040330A (inset). It must be men-
tioned that the measurements were carried out in a diﬀerent cooling
cycle than the ones shown before. e resonances correspond to the
same energy level and are measured in the middle of the Kondo valley,
i.e. "0 ' EC/2, for diﬀerent voltages applied on gate G2. Making
VG2 more negative increases the barrier height and/or thickness, hence
the tunnel coupling to the leads is reduced, as well as the Kondo cou-
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pling. e measurements show also an increasing asymmetry in the
resonance shape as VG2 is decreased, indicating a diﬀerence between
the tunnel couplings to the source and drain leads. In the inset of
Fig. 5.4 can be seen that gate G2 is closer to the right tunnel barrier,
so it is expected that a more negative VG2 will decrease the coupling
to the S lead. Using this method we can tune the Kondo temperature
between  720 mK for VG2 =  42 mV, and TK ' 450 mK for
VG2 =  56 mV, estimated from the resonance width.
5.1.2. Kondo eﬀect in parallel magnetic öeld
In the following we will present measurements on QD2 from sample
D040330A (see Fig. 3.11) in a parallel magnetic ëeld. e quantum
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Figure 5.5.:
Conductance contour plot showing the bias dependence of the Kondo
ZBA in parallelmagnetic öeld. Red-dashed linemarks the position of the
Kondo peak.
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(a) Kondo resonance as a function of bias at B=0T and B=2T taken from
the measurement in Fig. 5.5. (b) Zero-bias conductance (black) and
Kondo peak conductance (red) as a function of in-plane magnetic öeld.
dots contains about 60 electrons estimated from the lithographic size.
Non-linear measurements yield a charging energy EC  0:3 mV and
single level energy spacing"i  50 eV.
A magnetic ëeld applied parallel to the 2DEG splits the spin- de-
generate energy states of the dot, as already discussed in Chap.2.3.3.
In Fig. 5.5 we show a measurement of the Kondo resonance in the
diﬀerential conductance through QD2 from sample D040330A, as a
function of in-plane magnetic ëeld and bias. Up to a threshold value
Bt = 0:5 T no splitting is visible, while for higher ëelds the ZBA starts
to deviate towards negative bias.
For B > 1:5 T a symmetric peak appears for positive bias as well.
e absence of the second peak up to  1:5 T is explained if terms of
a tunnel coupling asymmetry to the Source and Drain leads. Although
from Eq. 2.44 the variation ofVSD with magnetic ëeld is expected to
be linear, it is acknowledged that the Kondo peak splitting often yields
a non-linear behavior (see for example Ref. [78]), visible also in the
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Figure 5.7.:
The zero öeld Kondo resonance from
Fig. 5.5 as a function of bias, with a
öt. The secondary peak at VSD '
 0:07 mV is an inelastic cotunneling
peak.
measurement presented here. Figure 5.6 (a) depicts the B = 2 T trace
(dashed line) in comparison to the zero ëeld trace. Two peaks are visi-
ble, located symmetrically around zero bias at VSD = 0:062mV. As-
suming the peak splitting is given by the Zeeman energy, using Eq. 2.44
we calculate a value of 0:53 for the eﬀective electron g factor, with an
error of 0:12, given a precision of 15 eV in estimatingVSD,
resulting from the broadening of the peaks.
e threshold in-plane ëeld Bt for the appearance of a splitting of
the Kondo resonance gives an estimate of the Kondo temperature using
the following relation [75]:
gBBt  TKkB (5.1)
With Bt ' 0:5 T and g ' 0:53 we obtain a TK ' 180 mK. A TK
estimation using the Kondo resonance HWHM (shown in Fig. 5.7)
and Eq. 2.42 gives in this case a value of 190 mK, being a proof of the
reliability of the method.
In Fig. 5.6 (b) the zero bias conductance is shown with magnetic
ëeld (black), together with the Kondo peak conductance (red) taken
along the red dashed line in Fig. 5.5. e threshold value at which
the Kondo resonance starts to split is better visible in this ëgure. e
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zero-bias trace shows the expected monotonous downward trend with
increasing magnetic ëeld as the two Kondo peaks are moving further
apart. However the Kondo peak conductance shows a step-like shape
up to 1.5 T due to the lifted spin degeneracy of the energy state. At
higher magnetic ëelds the peak conductance starts to increase as the
position of the Kondo peaks nears the charge degeneracy points.
5.1.3. Kondo eﬀect in perpendicular magnetic öeld
Kondo eﬀect can be observed also at ënite perpendicular magnetic
ëeld. Since one of its main conditions is the presence of both spin up
and spin down in the leads, the observation of Kondo eﬀect inmagnetic
ëeld requires largely unpolarized leads. For ëlling factor leads > 2
(given by Eq. 2.17) the leads are still not fully polarized. At high mag-
netic ëelds the ëlling factor of the dot is lower, i.e. QD < leads
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Figure 5.8.:
(a) Diﬀerential conductance through QD1 on D080220A showing the
Kondo chessboard in perpendicular magnetic öeld. Bright color repre-
sents areas with high conductance. (b) Schematic diagram of the lowest
dot Landau levels and edge states in the leads.
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and basically their properties are governed by the lowest Landau level
(LL0) formed at the edge and higher Landau levels formed at the core
of the dots (see also Sec. 2.2.3). Due to their separation, the tunnel cou-
pling of Landau levels at the core to the leads is relatively low, therefore
Kondo eﬀect in perpendicular magnetic ëeld involves only transport
through the edge of the dot (LL0), which is closer to the leads (see
Fig. 5.8 (b)). Consequently controlling the total spin of LL0 can turn
the Kondo transport through the dot on and oﬀ.
e total spin number in the edge is given by the number of elec-
trons contained, and it can be changed in two ways: either we add
an electron from the leads in which case the total electron number of
the dot changes, or we add an electron from the core to the edge, and
keeping the total electron number constant. e ërst mechanism can
be controlled by a voltage applied on a nearby plunger gate, while the
second mechanism is the result of adding one ìux quantum to the dot
by increasing the magnetic ëeld [79].
e result of these two mechanisms is a Kondo eﬀect modulation
as a function of gate voltage and magnetic ëeld in a regular pattern of
high-low diﬀerential conductance, generally referred to as the Kondo
chessboard [79–83]. In Fig. 5.8 (a) there is shown the low temperature
Kondo chessboard pattern exhibited by QD2 on sample D080220A,
with alternating regions of high (bright) and low (dark) diﬀerential con-
ductance as a function of the voltage applied on G4 and magnetic ëeld.
In both samples D040330A and D080220A we observe the Kondo
chessboard up to 5.5 T. is corresponds to a ëlling factor of the leads
leads ' 3, showing that the leads are not fully polarized up to this
ëeld value.
e tile periodicity B in Fig. 5.8 (a) can be used for estimating
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the diameter of the quantum dot d with the following expression [77]:
d = 2
r
N0
B
(5.2)
where N = 1 is the number of ìux quantum and 0 the magnetic
ìux quantum. For VG4 = 434 mV, between 3.5 and 5 T we obtain a
tile periodicity ranging from 0.108 to 0.152 mT, which in turn corre-
sponds to a dot diameter of 150 to 130 nm, which ëts very well with
the lithographic diameter of the dot (150 nm). Assuming an electron
density inside the dot equal to the 2DEG density, we estimate  70
electrons on the dot.
Estimating the Kondo Temperature in magnetic öeld
In perpendicular magnetic ëeld the conënement energy of the dot is
changed, as well as the electron wave functions overlap in the tunnel
barriers, which aﬀects the coupling of the dot to the leads. us the
Kondo energy scale is also modiëed by the magnetic ëeld. In this case
extracting the Kondo temperature from bias dependent measurements
is not always possible because on the one hand the Kondo resonance is
Zeeman split, and on the other hand the measurement is usually nois-
ier which leads to broadening. erefore in this case the only option
is to estimate the involved energy scales from temperature dependent
measurements.
Figure 5.9 shows a typical temperature dependence in the Kondo
chessboard. e most striking feature is the strong temperature depen-
dence of the background conductance ¹. It is also observable that the
Kondo conductance is reduced by increasing temperature as expected,
however in comparison with the temperature dependence at zero ëeld
ĦWe consider asbackground the conductance in the regions that donot exhibit
Kondo transport
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Figure 5.9.:
Temperature dependence in the Kondo chessboard taken along the
dashed line in Fig.5.8.
(e.g. Fig. 5.3) here we can see a Kondo conductance even at 1 K. e
reason for the higher Kondo coupling in perpendicular magnetic ëeld
is mostly due to the change in the conënement of the quantum dot
and the proximity between the dot edge and the leads.
A quantitative Kondo energy scale estimation cannot be done in
this case from the resonance width, given the relatively high magnetic
ëeld value, which induces a splitting of the ZBA. However from a qual-
itative analysis of the linear conductance temperature dependence one
can extract the behavior of TK with magnetic ëeld. A problem arises
from the strong temperature dependence of the backgroundwhich com-
promises the quality of the data, and the ët at the same time. e
problem can be solved by an estimative ët of the background, followed
by its subtraction from the original data . In Fig. 5.10 (a) we show
the Kondo temperature dependence from Fig. 5.9 after subtracting the
background for each temperature trace (for further details regarding the
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Figure 5.10.:
(a) Data from the highlighted area in Fig.5.9 with the background sub-
tracted. (b) Data from (a) for B=4.17 T and 4.26 T ötted with Eq. 2.43 to
extract the shape parameter s and the Kondo temperature.
procedure see also Fig. B.1 in Appendix B). In Fig. 5.10 (b) is shown
the temperature dependence for two magnetic ëeld values, 4.17 T and
2.26 T. Each set of data points have been ëtted using Eq. 2.43, obtain-
ing a TK = 342mK with s = 2:08 for B=4.17 T, and TK = 201mK
with s = 1:3 for B=4.26 T the lower value being consistent with the
lower conductance.
A ët for each point between 4.15 to 4.275 T using Eq. 2.43 shows
that for both the Kondo temperature and the shape parameter s we ob-
tain a roughly linear decrease with increasing magnetic ëeld (Fig. 5.11).
e explanation of this behavior lies in the orbital eﬀects induced by
perpendicular magnetic ëeld. As mentioned before, at high perpen-
dicular magnetic ëelds Kondo eﬀect involves transport only through
Landau level 0 (LL0) energy states. Since this measurement is done
at ëxed gate voltage, i.e. at ëxed energy, as the magnetic ëeld is in-
creased, the ground state moves lower in energy (see e.g. Fig. 2.10) and
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Figure 5.11.:
Kondo temperature (lower graph)and the shape parameter s (upper
graph) obtained by ötting the data from Fig. 5.10 with Eq. 2.43.
the electron wavefunction is compressed. us the Kondo coupling is
reduced, which explains the linear decrease of TK . e shape parame-
ter s shows a similar decrease with magnetic ëeld, with values between
2 and 1.2, which indicate a clear departure from the 0:22 value for spin
1
2 given by the Anderson model [9]. However due to the spin selection
rules, it was observed that higher spin states can occur in the Kondo
chessboard [82, 83], which would explain the values obtained for the
shape parameter.
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5.2. Summary
In this chapter we have explored the Kondo physics in single quan-
tum dots. We have shown measurements at zero magnetic ëeld of a
Coulomb diamond exhibiting the Kondo resonance and veriëed its be-
havior with temperature as a typical ëngerprint of Kondo eﬀect. Two
diﬀerent methods for estimating the Kondo energy scale are compared
and we establish that estimating the Kondo temperature from the the
resonance width gives better quantitative results. By changing the volt-
age of a nearby gate we can tune the Kondo coupling to the leads, as
well as the coupling asymmetry of the quantum dot.
From parallel magnetic ëeld measurement we measure the Zeeman
splitting of the Kondo resonance, obtaining an electron g factor value
close to the bulk GaAs value. e threshold value of the magnetic ëeld
at which a splitting of the Kondo resonance is visible yields a Kondo
temperature in very good quantitative agreement compared with the
value extracted from the low temperature resonance width. In perpen-
dicular magnetic ëeld we observe a ìux quantum modulated Kondo
chessboard up to high ëeld values. From the temperature dependence
we ënd that the Kondo temperature decreases with increasing magnetic
ëeld, in good agreement with the behavior of LL0 energy states in the
Fock-Darwin spectrum.
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6 Chapter 6.Kondo eﬀect inRKKY-coupled Double
Quantum Dots
In the present chapter we explore the tuning mechanisms of the RKKY
exchange interaction strength in a system with two lateral QDs coupled
to a central open conducting region. We study how the exchange inter-
action strength changes as a function of the Kondo energy scale asym-
metry, and we probe the anti-ferromagnetic character of the RKKY in-
teraction in parallel magnetic ëeld. Applying a perpendicular magnetic
ëeld generates a chiral coupling between the quantum dots via the edge
states and we probe the exchange coupling in the Kondo chessboard via
temperature and bias dependent measurements.
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6.1. Introduction to the
Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida
interaction
e Kondo eﬀect alone, as other many-body phenomena, is a very in-
teresting subject from both the theoretical, as well as experimental point
of view, judging from the number of papers published on the subject
these past 50 years. As it became clear that the smallest extensions to
the Anderson single impurity model led to new behaviors, more exotic
Kondo systems came into the focus of the scientiëc community. One
of these extensions consisted of a system of two Kondo Impurities (2IK)
coupled to the Fermi sea, while being coupled to each-other at the same
time via exchange interactions, the so-called 2IK model. is type of
exchange interaction allows the coupling between two spins beyond the
nearest-neighbor approximation restraint, and it has been proposed as a
spin entanglement method over long ranges, with possible applications
to quantum computing [19].
In the late 50s it was established that magnetic impurities in bulk
metal systems interact with one another via indirect exchange interac-
tions, the so-called Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction or
RKKY [13–15]. Due to their non-zero nuclear magnetic moments, an
exchange coupling mediated by the conduction electrons appears be-
tween two impurities located at a certain distance apart. e process is
initiated as the magnetic moment of one nucleus scatters a conduction
electron via the hyperëne interaction between electronic and nuclear
magnetic moments. e scattered electron thus will carry some in-
formation about the magnetic moment. When the electron scatters
a second time on another nuclear magnetic moment, the information
from the ërst moment is transmitted, and the two nuclear moments
”see” each-other this way.
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RKKY
Figure 6.1.:
Two spins in the Fermi sea coupled via RKKY interaction
When twomagnetic impurities are separately screened by the Fermi
sea, giving rise to the Kondo eﬀect, and at the same time the conduction
electrons mediate the exchange coupling between the impurities, there
is a competition between the ground states of the system. On the one
hand the Kondo eﬀect continuously ìips the spin of the impurity as
it was described in Chapter 2.3, while the RKKY interaction freezes
the impurity spins in a singlet or a triplet state [16]. It is known that
the Kondo eﬀect modiëes the thermodynamic properties of a system,
like the speciëc heat c and the susceptibility , in a precise universal
ratio, called the Wilson ratio, RW = (imp/)/(cimp/c) = 2,
which measures the relative contribution of the impurity to the total
susceptibility , divided by the relative contribution of the impurity to
the total speciëc heat c [49]. However in the 2IK model the Wilson
ration is no longer universal [51].
e 2IK model was ërst introduced in order to study the strongly
correlated heavy fermion systems [17, 18, 20, 84], containing a so-
called Kondo lattice, that is an impurity in each unit cell [51]. Such a
system is characterized by the following Hamiltonian:
H = H0 +Himp (6.1)
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with H0 the conduction electrons Hamiltonian given by:
H0 =
X
k;
"kc
y
kck (6.2)
where cy(S;D)k (c(S;D)k) are the creation (annihilator) operators, and
"(S;D)k the energy dispersion. e impurity Hamiltonian Himp has
the following form:
Himp = JK [S1  (r1) + S2  (r2)] + JRKKY S1  S2 (6.3)
where JK is the Kondo coupling of the impurities to the Fermi sea,
assumed to be a constant for both impurities. S1;2 are the impurity spin
operators, while (r1; r2) is the local spin coupled to the impurity 1(2)
located at r1(r2) [18]. e last term represents the RKKY exchange
interaction between the impurity spins, the coupling strength JRKKY
having a strong dependence on the Fermi wavevector:
JRKKY /
sin(2kF r)
(kF r)d

(6.4)
where kF the Fermi wavevector, r the distance separating the impuri-
ties, and d=1,2,3 is the dimensionality of the system [15, 17, 85]. For
JRKKY < 0 the exchange coupling is ferromagnetic (FM), while for
JRKKY > 0 we have an anti-ferromagnetic coupling [24].
e interesting features of this model arise from the case when
the impurities are coupled anti-ferromagnetic. For a weak RKKY ex-
change coupling compared to the Kondo coupling, each impurity is
screened separately by the Fermi sea, and the system behaves as two
independent Kondo impurities. On the other hand for a critical value
of JRKKY /kBTK  2:5 a quantum phase transition takes place be-
tween the Kondo state and the new RKKY state, the impurity spins
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QD1 QD2
Left Right
Figure 6.2.:
Schematic of two quantum dots coupled via RKKY interaction
being locked into a spin singlet, a so-called spin-glass. Because the total
spin of the system is now 0, the Kondo screening does not take place
any more [16, 24, 25, 51].
6.1.1. The exchange interaction in quantum dots
e high tunability of lateral quantum dots have made them attractive
candidates for spin-based devices [5], and the rapid advancements in
semiconductor nanostructure processing have only recently made pos-
sible the experimental realization of the two impurity Kondo system
in semiconductor quantum dots [19, 23] (represented schematically in
Fig. 6.2) ormetallic quantum dots [86], previously the 2IK problem be-
ing subject only to theoretical investigations. However a conclusive un-
derstanding of the physics involved is still missing [22, 24–26, 87, 88]
and more experimental data are required.
e system in Fig. 6.2 consists of two quantum dots with a well
deëned spin, coupled to each other via a wide open conduction region,
in order to minimize the tunnel and capacitive couplings between the
quantum dots. If we assume individual Kondo energy scales for each
dot TK1(2), the system can be described by the following Hamiltonian:
H = HC + JK1S1  1 + JK2S2  2 + JRKKY S1  S2 (6.5)
where HC describes the central region between the dots, assuming a
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continuous density of states (DOS). Similarly to Eq. 6.2, S1;2 are the
impurity spin operators, and (1; 2) is the local spin in the central
region coupled to QD1(2) [24]. e RKKY coupling strength JRKKY
has a linear dependence as a function of the Kondo couplings of the two
quantum dots JK1(2):
JRKKY = (v/b)JK1JK2 (6.6)
where v is a constant which, depending on the interference of the spin
waves in the central region, can be either positive or negative, and b is
the bandwidth of the central region [24].
Because the Kondo temperature is more commonly used to char-
acterize the Kondo energy scale, it is thus more useful to have a form of
the RKKY coupling as a function of the TK1(2). is can be obtained
from Eq. 2.35 and 6.6:
JRKKY / v
b
1
ln(TK1) ln(TK2)
(6.7)
Equation 6.7 has an asymptotic behavior for the RKKY coupling as a
function of the Kondo temperatures, towards a cut-oﬀ value set by the
bandwidth of the coupling region [24].
In quantum dots the RKKY-Kondo competition is manifested in
the non-linear conductance, where the zero-bias anomaly disappears
with increasing JRKKY , and two smaller peaks will appear, at eVSD =
JRKKY /2, corresponding to the singlet-triplet states of the localized
spins on the quantum dots [24, 25, 87, 88].
We already established that the RKKY coupling has a strong de-
pendence on the Kondo energy scale, and in the previous chapter it
was demonstrated that a nearby gate can tune the Kondo temperature
of a dot (see. Fig. 5.4). Hence, by tuning the tunnel coupling between
the quantum dot and the leads, the Kondo coupling JK is also tuned,
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and with it the strength of the exchange interaction. us, we can
study how the exchange interaction strength J changes as a function
of the Kondo energy scale asymmetry. Since the RKKY ground state is
expected to be a singlet, an in-plane magnetic ëeld will compete with
the RKKY anti-ferromagnetic coupling and could restore the Kondo
resonance [24]. Furthermore, a perpendicular magnetic ëeld induces
Landau levels and edge states, and we already saw in the previous chap-
ter that at high ëelds the edge states in the leads remain partially spin
unpolarized, so Kondo eﬀect can still be observed in transport [79–82].
erefore tuning the quantum dots in the Kondo chessboard will allow
the study of the exchange interaction via the edge states.
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6.2. The RKKY interaction at zeromagnetic öeld
In this chapter we present measurements on sample D040330A, repre-
sented in Fig. 6.3. As already described in Chap. 3.1.4 the device was
produced by local anodic oxidation (LAO) with an AFM [66, 69, 70].
For the measurement we have used the electrical setup described in
Fig. 3.14. e diﬀerential conductances 1 = dI1/dVac and 2 =
dI2/dVac have been obtained using the standard lock-in technique,
by applying an ac excitation of Vac = 10 V with a frequency of
83:333 Hz at the Source and measuring the currents from the two
drains. However due to the fact that the 1D constriction between the
Source and the central region has a ënite resistance (we estimate at least
two conducting channels, corresponding to resistance of  6:5 k
),
the Source voltage is divided. e sample can be regarded as two quan-
V 2G VG3
V 6G V 5GS
I2I1
1 2
VG4VG1
500 nm
Figure 6.3.:
AFM image of sample D040330A deöned by oxide lines (bright/yellow).
Quantum dots, 1 and 2, are connected to a common Source S, and each
to individual drains. Six in-plane gates, G1 to G6, control the potentials
of the dots and coupling to the leads. The arrows mark the measured
transport paths.
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tum dots connected in a parallel circuit, and in order to precisely extract
the diﬀerential conductances of the dots, the voltage drop across the 1D
constriction needs to be known. However the 1D constriction cannot
be individually characterized, therefore the actual voltage applied to the
central region will be smaller than 10 V, and for this reason the mea-
sured conductances are slightly underestimated. e serial resistance
of the 1D channel also limits the maximum current, which will lead
to a correlation between the two currents measured. In other words
an increase in e.g. I1 will result in a slight decrease in I2. e mea-
surements were performed in a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator at a base
temperature of  20mK. From temperature dependent measurement
we estimate an electron temperature of  80mK.
6.2.1. Asymmetric Kondo coupling
e main goal of the measurements is to obtain evidence of the RKKY
interaction in quantum dots, at a relatively large distance. Towards
this goal, we will be using the known competition between the Kondo
eﬀect and the RKKY interaction, as it was described in the Introduc-
tion. e two quantum dots on the sample can be individually tuned
using applied voltages on the in-plane gates G1 to G6. On such small
length scales a voltage applied on any gate aﬀects the quantum dots
energy levels and potentials, even if the gate is not nearby. In these
measurements we vary the voltages on gates G2 and G3 to control the
coupling of the two dots to the central region, while G5 and G6 are
used as plunger gates. e voltages on gate G1 and G4 are kept ëxed.
In Fig. 6.4 are shown the Kondo resonances exhibited by QD1 (a)-(c),
respectively QD2 (b)-(d) in the non-linear dependence. We have made
sure in this case that when measuring the Kondo resonance of one dot,
the other to be tuned to the next non-Kondo valley. e quantum
dots are strongly coupled to the leads, seen from Fig. 6.4 (a) and (b)
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where the Coulomb diamond lines are very broad. We extract a charg-
ing energy of 0:25meV for QD1,  0:3meV for QD2. Fitting the
Kondo resonance from Fig. 6.4 (c) and (d) to obtain the HWHM, re-
veals highly asymmetric Kondo energy scales, withTK1 ' 720mK and
TK2 ' 280mK.e temperature dependent measurements (shown in
the insets of Fig. 6.4 (c) and (d)) show the logarithmic conductance de-
crease, identiëed as the Kondo eﬀect ëngerprint.
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Figure 6.4.:
(a) Diﬀerential conductance 1 and (b) 2 showing the zero-bias
anomaly through QD1, respectively QD2. (c) Cut along the solid red line
in (a) showing the QD1 ZBA and its temperature dependence (inset). (d)
Cut along the solid blue line in (b) showing the QD2 ZBA and its temper-
ature dependence (inset).
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When we tune both quantum dots in the middle of the Kondo
valley, we observe in QD1 a suppression of the Kondo resonance (solid
line in Fig. 6.5 (a)) compared to the non-interacting case. In QD2 a
more dramatic change is obtained (Fig. 6.5 (b)): while the initial Kondo
resonance (dashed line) is no longer visible, we can clearly distinguish
two shoulders located symmetrically around 100 eV. We interpret
the appearance of the shoulders as a result of the competition between
the RKKY interaction with the Kondo eﬀect in the two quantum dots.
e diﬀerence between the maximum conductance of each shoulder is
due to the tunnel barrier asymmetry between the Source and Drain 2
contacts.
e color plot of the diﬀerential conductance 2 through QD2 as
a function of bias voltage and gateG5 (Fig. 6.6) shows the behavior of
the QD2 ZBA when QD1 is tuned in the middle of the Kondo valley
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Figure 6.5.:
Kondo resonances with exchange interaction. Full lines correspond to
QDs tuned in the middle of the Kondo valley at the same time, while
dashed lines mark the non-interacting situation. (a) A slightly sup-
pressed QD1 ZBA (full line). (b) Corresponding situation in QD2 - split-
ting of ZBA. The arrows mark the position of the split Kondo resonance.
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for VG2 =  54mV. From VG5 =  175mV the ZBA starts to deviate
to the right along with a decrease in conductance, which suggests the
beginning of a splitting. e smooth change in the maximum conduc-
tance of the peak is consistent with the expected cross-over between
the Kondo and the RKKY ground states. At VG5 '  167mV beside
the main peak located now at  +75 V bias, a shoulder emerges
at   70V (their positions are marked in Fig. 6.6 by two dots and
arrows). e deviation of the main Kondo peak toward positive bias,
followed by the emergence of a secondary bias-symmetric peak is in-
terpreted in terms of tunnel coupling asymmetry, QD2 being stronger
coupled to the central region. Since the RKKY interaction has an eﬀect
similar to a local magnetic ëeld [24], the ZBA behavior in Fig. 6.6 is
analog to that of the Kondo resonance in parallel magnetic ëeld. In e.g.
Fig. 5.5 due to a similar tunnel coupling asymmetry the split Kondo
resonance is visible only for ëelds higher that 1.5 T (EB  40 eV).
By adjusting VG2 between -42 mV to -56 mV the coupling of QD1
to the central region is tuned, resulting in a diﬀerent Kondo coupling,
i.e. a diﬀerent the Kondo temperature (Fig. 6.7 (a)). A measurement of
the corresponding situation in QD2 (Fig. 6.7 (b)) allows us to extract
the magnitude of the splitting as a function of TK1 (Fig. 6.7 (d)). e
splitting of the Kondo resonance gives direct access to the exchange in-
teraction strength JRKKY using the relation eVSD = JRKKY /2
(black arrows in Fig. 6.5 (b)) [24, 87, 88] and the obtained values
range from about 200 to 130 eV.e analytical relation of the RKKY
exchange coupling as a function of the Kondo temperature (Eq. 6.7)
has an asymptotic behavior, and the data in Fig. 6.7 (c) is ëtted to
J = a + b/ ln(TK1) (line in Fig. 6.7 (c)). e obtained ët param-
eters are a  1:2 meV and b   6:5 meV, where a is extracted
as the maximum bandwidth of the central region [24], while b con-
tains information about the density of states in the leads. e zero-bias
conductance of QD2 has an similar behavior and can be ëtted with a
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Figure 6.6.:
Color scale plot of the QD2 diﬀerential conductance 2 as a function
of gate G5 and bias voltage, showing the splitting of the QD2 ZBA.
(Dot+arrowmark the splitting).
c + d ln(TK1) function, analog to the change in the splitting magni-
tude, with c = 1:86 and d =  0:26 (Fig. 6.7 (d)).
However the splitting of the Kondo resonance is observed only in
QD2, while in QD1 we see just a suppression of the Kondo resonance.
As it was discussed in the introduction, the transition from the Kondo
state to the RKKY bound state happens through a quantum phase tran-
sition at zero temperature, or a cross-over region at ënite temperatures.
is type of transition describes a change in the ground state of the
entire many-body system due to quantum ìuctuations [89]. us the
RKKY coupling eﬀect should be observed in both quantum dots with
the same magnitude, since it now describes the new ground state of
the coupled quantum dots system. At e.g. VG2 =  42 mV we mea-
sure a JRKKY ' 200 eV in the splitting of the QD2 ZBA, for a
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TK1 ' 720 mK, or  60 eV, so the RKKY interaction should be
large enough to induce a splitting of the QD1 ZBA as well. e de-
crease of the QD1 Kondo resonance (as seen in Fig. 6.6 (a)) indeed
indicates that there is a competing interaction taking place, although
on a much lower scale than expected.
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Figure 6.7.:
(a) Conductance 1 through QD1 showing a zero-bias anomaly for dif-
ferent voltages onG2. (b) The split QD2 ZBA corresponding to the traces
in (a). (c) Exchange interaction strengthJRKKY as a function ofTK1, öt-
ted to 1/ ln(x). (d) Zero-bias QD2 conductance 2 (taken from (b)) as a
function of TK1, with a ln(x) öt. (line).
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In a similar setup [19] the splitting of the Kondo resonance has
been also explained in terms of a Fano antiresonance [26]. Fano reso-
nances are the result of interference between a resonant scattering chan-
nel and a non-resonant contribution. In the case of a quantum dot,
this happens when the wave function of incident electrons is split into
two parts when tunneling into the dot, one for each transport chan-
nel. e two channels will interfere at the exit of the quantum dot,
so the scattered wave function is the result of a two-channel transmis-
sion [77]. Depending on the phase shift between the two channels,
the interference can be either constructive, resulting in a Fano reso-
nance, or destructive resulting in an anti-resonance. e Fano regime
is characterized by strong coupling to the leads, as is the case for our
measurements. However, while the description of the ZBA splitting
in terms of a Fano antiresonance is suitable for high interdot hopping
and the explanation in terms of RKKY is more appropriate in the limit
of strongly localized electrons, in between the two eﬀects can coex-
ist [90]. erefore, because our measurements suggests the presence of
both eﬀects, we could attribute the QD1 ZBA decrease and QD2 ZBA
splitting to an RKKY coupling, while the magnitude of the QD2 ZBA
splitting is enhanced by a Fano antiresonance.
6.2.2. Symmetric Kondo coupling
In a diﬀerent cooling cycle the previous section, the situation is quite
diﬀerent when the Kondo energy scales of the quantum dots are tuned
in a more symmetric state. In Fig. 6.8 are shown the Kondo reso-
nances of the two quantum dots. e measurements have been per-
formed in a diﬀerent cooling cycle than the ones presented in the pre-
vious section. e gate voltages applied to the sample in this case are:
VG1 =  150mV, VG2 =  140mV, VG3 =  100mV, VG4 = 0mV
which are kept ëxed throughout themeasurements. Only VG6 and VG5
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are used as plunger gates to change the electron number in the two dots.
We extract the Kondo temperatures again using the Eq. 2.42 with the
following values TK1 ' 300 mK and TK2 ' 260 mK obtained in the
middle of the Kondo valleys (Fig. 6.8 (c) and (d)).
In this case we do not observe a splitting of the Kondo resonances
in either of the quantum dots. To better understand what happens we
perform the following type of measurement: while keeping one quan-
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Figure 6.8.:
(a) Diﬀerential conductance 1 and (b) 2 showing the zero-bias
anomaly through QD1, respectively QD2. (c) Cut along the solid red line
in (a) showing theQD1 ZBA . (d) Cut along the solid blue line in (b) show-
ing the QD2 ZBA.
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tum dot ëxed in the middle of its Kondo valley, we sweep the plunger
gate voltage on the other dot in order to tune it from a non-Kondo to
a Kondo valley and vice-versa. In Fig. 6.9 it is shown such a measure-
ment, of the QD1 ZBA from Fig. 6.8 (c) as a function of QD2 plunger
gate. In Fig. 6.9 (a) we’ve plotted the diﬀerential conductance of QD1
as a function of the bias voltage VSD1 on the vertical scale, and the
QD2 plunger gate VG5 on the horizontal scale. In Fig. 6.9 (b) is shown,
on the one hand, the conductance through QD2 with two Coulomb
peaks visible (blue dashed line), marking the transition fromM-1 to M
to M+1 electrons, with the Kondo valley highlighted in grey. On the
other hand there is the QD1 Kondo resonance peak conductance taken
along the zero-bias line in the upper plot. e only noticeable charac-
teristic of the measurement is the expected smooth change in the QD1
Kondo peak conductance, correlated up to a certain degree with the
conductance through the other dot, the current through the quantum
dots being limited by the 1D constriction.
A similar measurement is performed on QD2, shown in Fig. 6.10.
e ëgure layout is analog to the one in Fig. 6.9, that is in the upper part
(Fig. 6.10 (a)) we’ve plotted the diﬀerential conductance 2, showing
the QD2 ZBA from Fig. 6.8 (d), as a function of the bias voltage VSD2
on the vertical scale, and the QD1 plunger gate VG6 on the horizontal
scale. e lower plot (Fig. 6.10 (b)) contains the QD2 Kondo peak
conductance (blue solid line) along with the QD1 conductance show-
ing the electron number transition (red dashed line) from N-1 to N to
N+1. Unlike the QD1 situation, here we observe a remarkable feature
in the QD2 conductance. While QD1 is in the Kondo valley (greyed
area in Fig. 6.10 (b)) an abrupt increase in the QD2 peak Kondo con-
ductance happens for VG6 ' 13 mV. Up to VG6 ' 7 mV the conduc-
tance remains roughly constant, then it suddenly drops. is feature
is visible even in the conductance intensity plot in Fig. 6.10 (a) in the
same gate voltage range.
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Figure 6.9.:
QD1 Kondo resonance as a function of QD2 electron number. (a) In-
tensity color plot of 1 showing the QD1 ZBA at VG6 '  12 mV,
as a function of VSD1 and the plunger gate of QD2, VG5. (b) (solid
line) QD1 Kondo peak conductance taken along the zero-bias line in (a).
Dashed line shows the electron number changes from M-1 to M+1 in
QD2, marked by the Coulomb peaks, with the Kondo valley highlighted
in grey.
To better understand the exchange interaction in the aforemen-
tioned cases we analyze the Kondo resonance of both dots in a situa-
tion when a Kondo-RKKY competition is expected, i.e both dots in
the Kondo valley, and compare it with the situation when only one dot
exhibits a Kondo resonance. For QD1 we compare the Kondo reso-
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Figure 6.10.:
QD2 Kondo resonance as a function of QD1 plunger gate. (a) Intensity
color plot of 2 showing the QD2 ZBA at VG5 '  115 mV, as a func-
tion of VSD2 and the QD1 plunger gate VG6. (b) Kondo peak conduc-
tance taken along the zero-bias line in (a). Dashed line shows the elec-
tron number changes from N-1 to N+1 in QD1, marked by the Coulomb
peaks, with the Kondo valley highlighted in grey.
nance width (Fig. 6.11 (a)) and temperature dependence (Fig. 6.11 (c))
for VG5 =  90 mV (QD2 electron number is M+1) and for VG5 =
 115 mV (QD2 electron number is M=Kondo state)¹. e Kondo
temperatures extracted from the resonance widths are TK1 = 270 mK
for VG5 =  90mV and T K1 = 250mK for VG5 =  115mV. In the
ĦGate voltages correspond to Fig. 6.9
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temperature dependence the diﬀerence is almost not visible, but it qual-
itatively supports the lower Kondo temperature for VG5 =  115 mV
obtained from the HWHM.
In the case of QD2 we compare similarly the Kondo resonance
width (Fig. 6.11 (b)) and temperature dependence (Fig. 6.11 (d)) for
VG6 =  25 mV (QD1 electron number is N-1) and for VG6 =
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Figure 6.11.:
(a) QD1ZBAwhenQD2 is tuned in the Kondo valley (solid) or non-Kondo
valley (dashed). (b) QD2 ZBA when QD1 is tuned in the Kondo valley
(solid) or non-Kondo valley (dashed). (c) Normalized temperature de-
pendence of QD1 for the corresponding situations in (a). (d) Normalized
temperature dependence ofQD2 for the corresponding situations in (b).
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 11 mV (QD2 electron number is N=Kondo state)². We extract a
TK2 = 180 mK for VG6 =  25 mV and T K2 = 280 mK for
VG6 =  11 mV, diﬀerence visible also in the normalized tempera-
ture dependence in Fig. 6.11 (d).
While the results obtained for QD1 are consistent with our ex-
pectations in the case of a very weak RKKY coupling - which would
decrease the Kondo energy scale -, the jump and drop in the Kondo
conductance of QD2 is altogether atypical. Generally it is expected
that conënement eﬀects could inìuence the RKKY coupling [91]. In
a hypothetical picture, in samples with a rough potential, as for exam-
ple the ones created by AFM lithography, the RKKY coupling function
could present additional features induced by the potential landscape in
the coupling region. Since gate G6 is coupled to the central region and
controls to a certain extent the electron density, a dip in the RKKY den-
sity of states could be accessed by varying the gate voltage, which would
locally decrease the exchange interaction strength allowing an increase
in the Kondo conductance. e fact that the Kondo conductance drops
sharply again at a lower voltage on G6 ëts with this hypothetical pic-
ture. In the following section the investigations are further extended
by applying an in-plane magnetic ëeld.
ħGate voltages correspond to Fig. 6.10
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6.3. Exchange interaction in parallel magnetic
öeld
e split ZBA behavior in magnetic ëeld depends on the sign of the
RKKY coupling, and it is an important tool to determine whether
JRKKY is anti-ferromagnetic (AF) or ferromagnetic (FM). It was pre-
dicted by Simon et al. [24] that in the case of an AF RKKY coupling
(JRKKY > 0), i.e. singlet ground state, an in-plane magnetic ëeld
will align the spins of the two impurities into a triplet state, thus de-
stroying the RKKY coupling and restoring the Kondo ground state in
each quantum dot at gBB = JRKKY (see the cartoon in Fig. 6.12).
In the following we present measurements in a magnetic ëeld applied
parallel to the 2DEG, with the quantum dots in the same state as in
Section 6.2.2.
In Fig. 6.13 the contour plots of the diﬀerential conductances of
QD1 and QD2 are shown, when only one dot shows a Kondo res-
onance (Fig. 6.13 (a) and (c)), thus no competing interaction is ex-
Figure 6.12.:
Magnetic öeld dependence of the split Kondo resonance. For an anti-
ferromagnetic (AF) RKKY interaction the singlet-triplet transition energy
(marked by an arrow) decreases, while for a ferromagnetic (FM) interac-
tion it increases with magnetic öeld.
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pected, as well as when both dots are tuned in the Kondo valley at
the same time (Fig. 6.13 (b) and (d)). To better observe and compare
the behavior in both interacting and non-interacting cases, the con-
ductance matrices are normalized to the B = 0 T/ VSD = 0 mV
value. Quantum Dot 1 (Fig. 6.13 (a) and (b)) shows roughly the same
behavior in both cases, with the parallel ëeld induced ZBA splitting
observable only from 1.8 T. Quantum Dot 2 in the non-interacting
case (Fig. 6.13 (c)) shows the expected behavior, with a Zeeman split
zero-bias anomaly clearly visible in the trace cuts in Fig. 6.13 (e). On
the other hand, in the interacting case (Fig. 6.13 (d)) we can see a
slight increase, evidenced in the color intensity, followed by a Zee-
man splitting of the Kondo resonance. A comparison between the
trace cuts at B=2 T in Fig. 6.13 (e) and (f ) shows a smaller splitting
for VG6 =  11 mV, when both dots are tuned in Kondo regime.
at is EZ  62 eV for VG6 =  25 mV (Fig. 6.13 (e)) and
EZ  56 eV for VG6 =  11 mV (Fig. 6.13 (f )). In the trace cut
at B=1 T, although here the secondary Kondo peak is not yet visible, it
can be seen a larger deviation of the Kondo peak towards negative bias
for VG6 =  25 mV, consistent with the diﬀerent splitting values at
2 T.
One can also compare the zero-bias traces for both the interacting
and non-interacting cases, taken from the measurements presented in
Fig. 6.13. In Fig. 6.14 (a) we have plotted the zero-bias conductance
of QD1 as a function of magnetic ëeld when QD2 is tuned in a non-
Kondo state (black line - VG5 =  90 mV), along with the situation
whenQD2 is in a Kondo state (red-line - VG5 =  115mV). Although
both traces show a monotonic decrease with magnetic ëeld, the trace
for VG5 =  115 mV, corresponding to the interacting case, has a
slightly lower ëeld dependence. is already indicates a diﬀerence in
the ground state, as predicted by theory [24, 25, 87, 88], from a singlet
to a triplet state. However a clear transition point cannot be extracted
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Figure 6.13.:
(a)-(b) QD1 normalized conductance as a function of VSD1 and in-plane
magnetic öeld for (a) VG5 =  90 mV and (c) VG5 =  115 mV. (c)-(d)
QD2 normalized conductance as a function of VSD2 and in-plane mag-
netic öeld for (b) VG6 =  25 mV and (d) VG6 =  11 mV. (e)-(f ) QD2
trace cuts for B=0,1,2 T in (c), and (d) respectively. The traces are oﬀset
for clarity with 0.2 2/2(0).
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(a) Normalized diﬀerential conductance 1 as a function of in-plane
magnetic öeld for VG5 =  90 mV (QD2 not in Kondo regime) and
VG5 =  115 mV (QD2 in Kondo regime), corresponding to traces in
Fig. 6.13 (a) and (c). (b) Normalizeddiﬀerential conductance2 as a func-
tion of in-plane magnetic öeld for VG6 =  25 mV (QD1 not in Kondo
regime) and VG6 =  11mV (QD1 in Kondo regime), corresponding to
traces in Fig. 6.13 (b) and (d).
from this data.
e situation is more straight forward to interpret when looking
at the data from QD2 (Fig. 6.14 (b)). While the trace cut for VG6 =
 25 mV (black line) shows a monotonic decrease from B  0:3 T
upwards³, in the interacting case (VG6 =  11 mV - red line) there is
a clear increase with magnetic ëeld up to B  0:45 T, followed by a
monotonic decrease.
e peak in the QD2 conductance marks the Singlet-Triplet tran-
sition point, and from its value B  0:45 T we estimate a RKKY
exchange coupling JRKKY = gBB = 12 eV, with the bulk GaAs
value for the electron Landé factor g = 0:44. In temperature units
the value is very similar to, although smaller than, the Kondo temper-
Ĩsee Chapter 5.1.2 for a better description
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atures, i.e. JRKKY /kB  140mK, suggesting that the quantum dots
are tuned very close to the critical point of the quantum phase transi-
tion. is critical point is given by (JRKKY /EK)c = 8/ ' 2:54 as-
suming the same Kondo energy scale for both dots, i.e. TK1 = TK2 =
EK/kB , while for diﬀerent Kondo scales it can be calculated using the
following relation [24]:
(JRKKY )c =
4

(TK1 + TK2) kB (6.8)
Using the Kondo temperature values extracted earlier, that isTK1 
270 mK and TK1  180 mK we obtain a critical transition value
(JRKKY )c  48 eV or 560 mK, a factor of 3.4 larger that the value
extracted from the parallel ëeld dependence of QD2 (Fig. 6.14 (b)).
However this relation does not take into account the distance between
the magnetic moments, and in a two dimensional system the RKKY
interaction strength has a 1/kF r2 dependence.
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6.4. The RKKY interaction in perpendicular
magnetic öeld
We have seen in Chapter 5.1.3 that in perpendicular magnetic ëeld,
due to the formation of Landau levels and the charge polarization inside
the quantum dot, Kondo eﬀect is exhibited in a very regular pattern of
high-low diﬀerential conductance, generally referred to as the Kondo
chessboard [79–83].
In Fig. 6.15 (a) there is shown the expected Kondo chessboard pat-
tern exhibited by QD1, with alternating regions of high (bright) and
low (dark) diﬀerential conductance as a function of the voltage applied
on G6 and magnetic ëeld. In contrast, QD2 exhibits a more compli-
cated pattern for the same magnetic ëeld polarity (Fig. 6.15 (b)). By
changing the direction of the magnetic ëeld the situation is reversed.
Now we observe a regular chessboard pattern in the transport through
QD2 (Fig. 6.15 (d)) - gate G6 being the plunger gate of QD1, and fur-
ther away, it has a much smaller lever arm on QD2, therefore here the
total electron number remains unchanged, and one sees only a modula-
tion of the conductance by the magnetic ëeld. At the same time QD1
(Fig. 6.15 (c)) exhibits a pattern similar to the one in Fig. 6.15 (b).
e data presented in Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b), respectively (c) and (d),
are acquired in parallel, in the same range of VG6 and B-ëeld, so the
diﬀerences arise only from changing the polarity of the perpendicular
magnetic ëeld. e magnetic ëeld does in fact change the direction of
electron transport in the edge states formed in the central region be-
tween the dots. An analysis of the Kondo tile periodicity using Eq. 5.2
(as described in the Chapter 5.1.3) yields between 10 to 20 electrons
contained in QD1, estimated from Fig. 6.15 (a), while for QD2 be-
tween 15 and 25 electrons are estimated from Fig. 6.15 (d).
In the ërst case (Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b)), the edge state picture corre-
sponds to the one depicted in Fig. 6.15 (e), that is the edge state trans-
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Figure 6.15.:
Diﬀerential conductance1 throughQD1 as a function ofVG6 andmag-
netic öeld, for negative (a) and positive (c) magnetic öeld polarity. Dif-
ferential conductance 2 through QD2 as a function of VG6 and B mea-
sured for negative (b), and positive (d)magnetic öeld polarity, measured
simultaneously with (a), and (c) respectively. (e)-(f ) Schematic diagram
of the sample in magnetic öeld: with black - AFM oxide lines, orange -
edge states. Landau Level 1 (dark grey) and Landau level 0 (light grey)
are marked in the QDs.
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port direction is clockwise in the central region, therefore transport
through QD2 will be sensitive to potential changes in the edge states
generated by electron transport through QD1, i.e. the sample will be-
have as a current divider. As a consequence QD2 will exhibit a combi-
nation of its own chessboard pattern and a negative of the QD1 pattern
(Fig. 6.15 (b)). In the second situation (Fig. 6.15 (c) and (d)) the edge
state transport direction is reversed - as depicted in Fig. 6.15 (f ), i.e. the
electrons move counter-clockwise in the edge states in the central re-
gion. Hence, now QD1 will exhibit a combination of both chessboard
patterns (Fig. 6.15 (d)).
ese measurements in Fig. 6.15(a)-(d) demonstrate a chiral cou-
pling between the quantum dots via the edge states formed in the cen-
tral region. Using these conductance plots one can identify the regions
were only one or both quantum dots exhibit transport through a Kondo
state and compare the two situations.
Along the dashed lines in Fig. 6.15 (a) and (c) is marked such a situ-
ation for the transport through QD1. Between4:77 T and4:97 T
(black+red part on the dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (a) and (c)) QD1 ex-
hibits transport through a Kondo state. In the 4:92 T to 5:05 T
interval QD2 also exhibits Kondo transport, visible in Fig. 6.15 (d),
therefore from 4:92 T to 4:97 T both quantum dots are in the
Kondo regime (red part on the dashed lines). A similar situation is
identiëed in the case of QD2 for the same gate voltage, indicated by
the dashed lines in Fig. 6.15 (b) and (d). As previously mentioned,
in the 4:92 T to 5:05 T interval QD2 also exhibits Kondo trans-
port (black+red part on the dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (b) and (d)), which
overlaps with the 4:77 T to 4:97 T interval, in which QD1 is in a
Kondo state, between4:92 T to4:97 T (marked as the red part on
the dashed lines).
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6.4.1. Temperature dependence
We ërst probe the exchange interaction between the two quantum dots
in perpendicular magnetic ëeld by analyzing the temperature depen-
dence of both quantum dots, taken along the dashed lines in Fig. 6.15.
In Fig. 6.16 (a) the sharp steps in the diﬀerential conductance at 4:77
and  4:97 T mark the onset of Kondo eﬀect in QD1. It can be
observed that the monotonous decrease in the Kondo conductance
changes around  4:9 T, suggesting the presence of a second energy
scale. is feature becomes more obvious as the temperature is in-
creased. For the opposite polarity (Fig. 6.16 (b)), due to the change
in the edge state chirality, an extra step in the conductance of QD1
marks the onset of Kondo eﬀect in QD2 at  4:9 T.
In Fig. 6.16 (c) and (d) are shown two data sets taken from 6.16 (a),
and (b) respectively. For a better comparison, the conductance is nor-
malized to the lowest temperature value. e magnetic ëeld positions
for each case corresponds to the region when only QD1 is in Kondo
regime (4:85 T ), as well as for the overlapping with the Kondo re-
gion in QD2 (4:96 T ). One can observe that the two data sets for
4:85 T and 4:96 T have a diﬀerent temperature behavior, which
qualitatively is not aﬀected by the change in the chirality of the edge
states. e data is ëtted using Eq. 2.43 and the obtained ët param-
eters are shown in the ëgures along with the calculated ët functions
(solid lines in Fig. 6.16 (c) and (d)). Although for the opposite mag-
netic ëeld directions we obtain diﬀerent ët values, in both cases there
is a clear enhancement of the Kondo temperature found for the case
when the Kondo regions of both quantum dots are overlapping (i.e.
4:96 T ).
Performing the same ët procedure using the Eq. 2.43 for each data
set within the 4:77 T to 4:97 T interval, yields the change in TK1
with magnetic ëeld (Fig. 6.16 (e) and 6.16 (f )). From 4:7 T up to
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Figure 6.16.:
Temperature dependence of QD1 for negative (a) and positive (b) mag-
netic öeldpolarity, taken along thewhitedashed lines in Fig. 6.15 (a), and
6.15 (c) respectively. (c)-(d) Normalized conductance and öt for4:85 T
when only QD1 exhibits Kondo eﬀect, and 4:96 T for QD1-QD2 over-
lapping Kondo regions. TK1 (
) versus magnetic öeld for negative (c),
and positive (d) polarity; with green() the s ötting parameter.
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approximatively 4:9 T, TK1 shows a monotonic decrease, which is
followed by an increase up to  4:95 T, then it decreases rapidly.
e position where TK1 starts to increase coincides with the onset of
Kondo eﬀect in QD2. As before, the ëtting procedure is done with the
s parameter left free and the obtained values are shown along with TK1
in Fig. 6.16 (e) and (f ).
We perform a similar analysis for the temperature dependence of
QD2. In Fig. 6.17 (b) the sharp steps in the diﬀerential conductance
at 4:92 T and 5:05 T mark the onset of Kondo eﬀect in QD2. For the
opposite polarity (Fig. 6.17 (a)), due to the change in the edge state chi-
rality, an extra conductance step at  4:97 T corresponds to the onset
of Kondo eﬀect in QD1. In both cases the background shows a strong
temperature dependence. While for the data in Fig. 6.17 (b), the back-
ground is subtracted as discussed in Chapter 5.1.3 (see also Fig. C.3 in
Appendix C)), for the negativemagnetic ëeld polarity (Fig. 6.17 (a)) the
background cannot be well estimated due to its highly non-monotonic
behavior. However, by passing the data through a convolution ëlter
we can extract the height of the conductance steps with respect to the
background at the onset of Kondo in QD2, i.e. at -4.92 T and -5.05 T
(marked by dashed lines in Fig. 6.17 (a)). By performing this operation
for each temperature trace, we obtain the temperature dependence at
the aforementioned conductance steps that mark the onset of Kondo
eﬀect in QD2, shown here in Fig. 6.17 (c) normalized to the low tem-
perature value. While the temperature dependence at -5.05 T exhibits
the expected logarithmic decrease with temperature, the data at -4.92 T
ërst increases with temperature, the it decreases. e obvious qualita-
tive diﬀerence between the temperature behavior of the two conduc-
tance steps, again indicates that when the Kondo regions in both dots
are overlapping the system is characterized by a diﬀerent ground state.
In Fig. 6.17 (d)) are shown the temperature dependence of the normal-
ized conductance along with ëts for 4:95 and 5:01 T for comparison.
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Figure 6.17.:
Temperature dependence of QD2 for negative (a) and positive (b) mag-
netic öeld polarity, taken along the white dashed lines in Fig. 6.15 (b),
and 6.15 (d) respectively. (c)-(d) Normalized conductance with respect
to the background for the case when only QD2 exhibits Kondo eﬀect
(black) and for QD1-QD2 overlapping Kondo regions (red). (e) TK2 (
)
versus magnetic öeld for positive polarity, along with the s ötting pa-
rameter ().
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While for B=5.01 T the data shows the logarithmic decrease with tem-
perature, although yielding a lower Kondo temperature (see insets in
Fig. 6.17 (c) and (d)), for the overlapping Kondo regions, i.e. 4.95 T,
the non-monotonic behavior with temperature is no longer present.
is observation could be interpreted as an inìuence of the edge state
chirality but the quality of the data does not allow an unequivocal con-
clusion in this respect.
On the data in Fig. 6.17 (b) after the background subtraction, a ët
procedure with Eq. 2.43 is performed, and the Kondo temperature is
obtained for the 4.92 T to 5.02 T interval. TK2 exhibits a similar be-
havior as in QD1, that is an increase-decrease in the QD1-QD2Kondo
overlapping region, from 4:92 to 4:97 T, followed by a roughly linear
decrease. e shape parameter s in this case yields an increase-decrease
from 4:92 to 4:97 T, related to the changes in TK2, while for higher
ëled values it shows a linear increase.
As already discussed in Chapter 5.1.3, at high perpendicular mag-
netic ëelds Kondo eﬀect involves transport only through energy states
that belong to Landau Level 0 (LL0) [79], and due to their downward
trend in energy with increasing magnetic ëeld, the Kondo coupling is
reduced. erefore the Kondo temperature shows a roughly linear de-
crease at ëxed gate voltage, with increasingmagnetic ëeld. On the other
hand, the increase and decrease of TK1, and TK2, around  4:95 T,
which is correlated with the presence of Kondo eﬀect in the both quan-
tum dots, cannot be explained by single dot physics. erefore non-
local exchange interaction has to be considered. In magnetic ëeld the
Kondo resonance is split by the Zeeman term, thus in the Kondo chess-
board we measure only the zero-bias conductance, while to access the
full Kondo conductance a bias is necessary (see Fig. 2.22).
It was discussed in Chapter 2.3.3 that the zero-bias temperature de-
pendence of a split ZBA follows that of the zero magnetic ëeld Kondo
resonance at high temperatures (Fig. 2.23) [91, 92]. Hence a change in
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Figure 6.18.:
Temperature dependence of the total conductance for (a) positive and
(b) negative magnetic öeld polarity, taken along the dashed lines (i.e.
VG6 =  20 mV) in Fig. 6.15. (c) Diﬀerence between the total conduc-
tances at negative and positive öeld polarity with temperature.
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the ZBA splitting will appear as a change in the Kondo temperature, if
the data for the full temperature range is not present. As we previously
saw, the RKKY interaction main signature is a splitting of the Kondo
resonance, which can be compensated by a magnetic ëeld [24], so one
can view the eﬀect of the exchange interaction as similar to a local mag-
netic ëeld. erefore the the TK1 and TK2 peaks seen in Fig. 6.16, and
in Fig. 6.17 respectively, can be attributed to a change in ZBA split-
ting in the presence of the exchange interaction between the spins of
the dots, not due to an actual increase in Kondo coupling. An alter-
native explanation would be that, when the impurity spins are locked
by the RKKY interaction, the ground state shows a much weaker tem-
perature dependence [93], which also results in an apparent increase
of the Kondo temperature. Furthermore, even though by reversing the
magnetic ëeld direction the electron transport direction is changed,
the general behavior of the Kondo temperature is very similar for both
magnetic ëeld directions, questioning whether the chirality of the edge
states inìuences also the exchange interaction between the spins of the
dots.
An important question regarding our measurements is whether the
Onsager symmetry relations [94] - which require that a two-terminal
measurement does not change with the magnetic ëeld polarity - are still
valid. Although here we are using a three-terminal device, the sums
of the diﬀerential conductances as a function of temperature for both
polarities show a very similar behavior (see Fig. 6.18 (a) and (b)). A
quantitative comparison is shown in Fig. 6.18 (c), where the diﬀer-
ence between the conductance sums at positive and negative ëeld is
presented. Although it should be a ìat line, the result yields on the one
hand a series of negative and positive peaks correlated with the position
of the conductance jumps, due to an oﬀset between the traces. On the
other hand, there are small deviations from the expected ìat line, for
example in the 4.5 to 4.7 T interval, or between 5.0 T to 5.01 T.
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However, these deviations are not large enough - <5% from the signal
value, in the same range as the measurement noise - to be considered a
break of the Onsager symmetry relations [95, 96].
6.4.2. Bias dependence
e bias dependence of the two quantum dots conërms the expected
change in ZBA splitting due to the exchange interaction. In Fig. 6.19
we show the bias dependence of (a) QD1 for negative magnetic ëeld,
taken along the dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (a), and the bias dependence
of (b) QD2, taken along the dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (d). e two have
been chosen because in these measurements the conductance is not af-
fected by the chirality of the edge states. As discussed earlier in this
Section, the conductance through the dot ”downstream” is aﬀected in
by the transmission of the dot ”upstream” of the edge state. e re-
sulted pattern as a function of magnetic ëeld and bias would therefore
increase the diﬃculty in identifying the eﬀects of the exchange interac-
tion.
In the case of QD1, in the interval  4:77 to  4:97 T, we observe
a change in the ZBA splitting (marked by dashed line in Fig. 6.19 (a)),
namely with increasing magnetic ëeld the splitting decreases, together
with a suppression of the conductance - visible especially at high bias.
In QD2 a similar eﬀect can be observed, although apparently with a
much steeper slope (dashed line in Fig. 6.19 (b)). If we associate an
eﬀective g-factor to the change in the splitting, QD1 yields a gQD1 =
 30, while in QD2 we obtain a value of gQD2 = 170. e regions
where the we see the rapid changes in the splitting coincide with the
ones where the enhancement of the Kondo temperature is observed in
Fig. 6.17 (e) and Fig. 6.18 (e).
It can also be seen in the trace cuts in Fig. 6.19 (c) and (d) that
for high-bias the changes are more dramatic. In Fig. 6.19 (c) for the
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Figure 6.19.:
Bias dependence in perpendicular magnetic öeld for (a) QD1 and (b)
QD2 for VG6 =  20 mV. White dashed lines highlight a change in
the splitting of the Kondo resonance. (c)-(d) Trace cuts along the cor-
responding lines in (a), and (b) respectively.
-4.85 T trace two peaks at roughly 0:24 mV are clearly visible in
the conductance through QD1. At -4.92 T the location of the two
peaks is already 0:16 mV, while at -4.97 T are no longer visible. e
trace cuts for the QD2 conductance (Fig. 6.19 (d)) show two visible
peaks at roughly 0:2 mV for the 4.95 T trace, but in the 4.97 T and
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5.02 T traces, the peaks are seen as shoulders in the conductance, and
their position cannot be clearly identiëed. It must be mentioned that
for a magnetic ëeld value around 5 T, the Zeeman splitting expected
from Eq. 2.44 is about 130 eV, a factor of 2 smaller than the mea-
sured splitting at -4.85 T for QD1 (Fig. 6.19 (c)), or 5.02 T for QD2
(Fig. 6.19 (d)), this feature being presently not understood. e more
prominent features visible at higher bias could indicate that the RKKY
interaction increases with the bias voltage.
6.5. Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed the basic properties of the RKKY ex-
change interaction and its application to quantum dots, in the frame
of the 2 Impurity Kondo (2IK) model. We have shown evidence of
the RKKY coupling at zero magnetic ëeld as a function of the Kondo
energy scales of the two quantum dots. We are able to tune the RKKY
interaction strength by tuning the Kondo coupling in a highly asym-
metric state and we ënd the expected  1/ ln(TK) dependence of the
RKKY interaction strength JRKKY on the Kondo temperature.
In parallel magnetic ëeld we probe the anti-ferromagnetic nature of
the exchange interaction and extract the values of the RKKY interaction
strength. A perpendicular magnetic ëeld induces a striking chiral cou-
pling between the quantum dots in the Kondo regime and we probe the
presence of the RKKY exchange interaction by extracting the Kondo
energy scale from temperature dependent measurements. e presence
of the exchange interaction seems to enhance the Kondo temperature of
both quantum dots, providing evidence of a Kondo to spin-glass tran-
sition. Non-linear measurements indicate that the RKKY exchange
coupling increases at high bias.
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7 Chapter 7.Summary and conclusions
is thesis covers the experimental realization and characterization of
a two impurity Kondo system, consisting of two lateral quantum dots
coupled via an open conducting reservoir. We have presented ample
proof that long range interaction eﬀects in solid state systems can play
an important role in spin entanglement techniques, with possible ap-
plication to quantum computing.
e samples used in this work were fabricated by a combina-
tion of optical lithography and atomic force nanolithography from
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, containing a shallow two dimensional
electron gas. A complex oxide line pattern created with the AFM lo-
cally depletes the electron gas, thus deëning at the same time the quan-
tum dots. e quantum dot energy levels, electron number and tunnel
coupling to the leads are controlled by nearby in-plane gates. With the
samples placed in a dilution refrigerator, electronic transport measure-
ments were performed in a nearly noise-free electrical setup that allows
reaching electronic temperatures well under 100 mK.
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e quantum dots are characterized individually in a high cou-
pling regime through Coulomb blockade measurements, combined
with elastic and inelastic cotunneling spectroscopy. We investigate the
inelastic cotunneling onset in a few electron quantum dot, correspond-
ing to the ërst and second excited states. Non-linear measurements as
a function of perpendicular magnetic ëeld allow the direct observation
of orbital eﬀects on the excited states and the cotunneling energy gap.
Several energy state crossings are observed between excited states and
the ground state in a magnetic ëeld, and we ënd corresponding steps
in the zero bias conductance through the dot.
e zero-bias anomaly induced by Kondo eﬀect is observed inside
a Coulomb blockaded area. A consistent comparison between diﬀerent
methods of determining the Kondo energy scale is performed. While
the logarithmic temperature decay of the Kondo conductance provides
evidence for what is usually considered the typical ëngerprint of Kondo
eﬀect, we ënd that the most reliable method of obtaining the Kondo
temperature is from the resonance width at low temperatures. We
demonstrate that a voltage on a nearby in-plane gate allows also the
tuning of the Kondo temperature, by tuning the tunnel coupling to
the leads.
e electron Landé factor is extracted from the splitting of the
Kondo resonance induced by an in-plane magnetic ëeld, with a value
close to the one of bulk GaAs. Because the splitting of the Kondo reso-
nance is visible only from a magnetic ëeld threshold value, which nor-
mally is correlated with the Kondo energy, a quantitative comparison
with the values extracted from the resonance width yields good agree-
ment. In perpendicular magnetic ëeld we observe a ìux quantummod-
ulated Kondo chessboard up to high ëeld values. In a novel analysis ap-
proach for the temperature dependence of the Kondo conductance in
perpendicular magnetic ëeld, we ënd that the Kondo temperature de-
creases linearly with increasing magnetic ëeld, in good agreement with
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the behavior of LL0 energy states in the Fock-Darwin spectrum.
e last chapter reviews the basic properties of the RKKY exchange
interaction and its application to quantum dots. From zero ëeld data
interpreted in the frame of the two impurity Kondo (2IK) model we
provide evidence of the RKKY coupling as a function of the Kondo
energy scales of the two quantum dots. An interesting outcome is the
ability to tune the RKKY interaction strength by tuning the Kondo
coupling in a highly asymmetric state, with an expected  1/ ln(TK)
dependence of the RKKY interaction strength JRKKY . A very rele-
vant result proving the importance of long-range spin-spin exchange
interactions.
In a state with almost symmetric Kondo couplings of the quan-
tum dots, we ënd evidence of an anti-ferromagnetic RKKY interaction
ground state, as well as possible inìuences of the conëning potential
of the coupling region on the RKKY interaction strength. An in-plane
magnetic ëeld induces a singlet-triplet transition, and from its energy
we extract a value of 14 V or 160 mK for the exchange interaction
strength.
A perpendicular magnetic ëeld induces a striking chiral coupling
between the quantum dots in the Kondo regime and we probe the
presence of the RKKY exchange interaction by temperature and bias
dependent measurements. e presence of the exchange interaction
seems to enhance the Kondo temperature of both quantum dots, pro-
viding evidence of a Kondo to RKKY cross-over transition. Analysis of
non-linear measurement data suggests that the RKKY exchange cou-
pling is increased at high bias.
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Interaction eﬀects in inelastic cotunneling
measurements
In the following are presented additional measurement results in sam-
ple C02122B obtained from a diﬀerent cooling cycle than the one in
which the results presented in Chapter 4 were obtained. In this case
the electrical setup is the one shown in Fig. A.1 (a), with both dots in
transport. In Fig. A.1 (b) there is non-linear measurement of QD1, as
a function of the voltage applied on G1 and bias voltage VSD. Two
cotunneling peaks are visible inside the Coulomb diamond, located at
roughly VSD  0:4 mV and VSD  0:9 mV. For negative bias, al-
though there is a ënite cotunneling current, the expected symmetric
cotunneling peaks are not visible. e other gate voltage applied to the
sample are: VG2 =  65 mV, VG3 = 300 mV and VG4 = 60 mV.
Increasing the voltage on G3 to VG3 = 400 mV increases the elec-
tron number in QD2 by one, that is from N to N+1. In Fig. A.1 (c)is
shown the same measurement as in (b) but for VG3 = 400 mV, i.e.
N+1 electron in QD2. It can be seen that the cotunneling peak at
VSD  0:4 mV is no longer visible. In the trace cuts in Fig. A.1 (d)
taken in the middle of the Coulomb diamond, is better visible that the
peak VSD  0:4 mV is missing.
Lowering the voltage in G3 and increasing the voltage inG4, on the
one hand decreases the coupling of QD2 to the central region, while
on the other hand increases the coupling to the second drain D2. In
Fig. A.2 is shown a comparison between the initial situation discussed
in the previous paragraph for VG3 = 300 mV and VG3 = 400 mV
(Fig. A.2 (a)), and a situation where QD2 has a lower coupling to the
central region for the same electron numbers (Fig. A.2 (b)). e volt-
ages applied to the sample in the low coupling case are VG3 = 100mV
for N electrons in QD2, and VG3 = 175 mV for N+1 electrons, with
VG4 = 200mV. It can be observed that when the QD2 has a low cou-
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Figure A.1.:
(a) AFM picture of sample C021227B with the electrical contacts of the
leads schematically represented. (b) Non-linear measurement on QD1.
Two cotunneling peaks are visible inside the Coulomb diamond, and
several excited states. Dashed lines mark the Coulomb diamond edges.
(c) Same measurement as in (b) after increasing the electron number in
QD2 by one. (d) Trace cuts taken along the corresponding lines in (b),
and (c) respectively.
pling towards the central region, changing the electron number fromN
toN+1 in QD2 has little inìuence over the cotunneling peaks in QD1.
Both cotunneling peaks remain visible in the non-linear transport for
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Figure A.2.:
Non-linear conductanceofQD1as a functionof electronnumber inQD2.
(a) Trace cuts for VG3 = 300mV (black, N electrons), and VG3 = 400mV
(red, N+1 electron) respectively. (b) Trace cuts for VG3 = 100mV (black,
N electrons), and VG3 = 175mV (red, N+1 electron) respectively.
both situations.
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Kondo conductance background subtraction
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Figure B.1.:
Background subtraction for sampleD080220A in the Kondo chessboard.
(a) Original data showing the temperature dependence of a Kondo re-
gion in perpendicular magnetic öeld. (b) Original background conduc-
tance after removing the Kondo region. (c) Second order polynomial
öt of the background conductance in (c). (d) Kondo conductance after
subtracting the background from the original data in (a).
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Magnetic öeld conductance features
In the present Appendix we focus on the additional peaks in the con-
ductance visible at the onset of Kondo transport through both QD1
and QD2, shown here in Fig. C.1. e traces in Fig. C.1 (a) and (b)
are taken along the dashed lines in Fig. 6.15 (c), respectively (d) for
positive magnetic ëeld polarity. In Fig. C.1 (a) the sharp steps in the
conductance at 4.79 T and 4.92 T mark the onset of Kondo transport
in QD1 (greyed area). Exactly at the Kondo onset there are two very
sharp peaks present, highlighted in Fig. C.2 (a). Corresponding to the
peaks in the QD1 conductance, in transport through QD2 two very
sharp dips in the conductance are visible at the same magnetic ëeld
values (see Fig. C.2 (b)). ese features are not only present at the low-
est temperature, but are visible up to 150 mK, showing a logarithmic
decrease with temperature (Fig. C.2 (c) and (d).
Figure C.1.:
(a) Temperature dependence of the QD1 conductance taken along the
dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (c). (b) Temperature dependence of theQD2 con-
ductance taken along the dashed line in Fig. 6.15 (d).
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(a) Temperaturedependenceof theQD1conductance in thehighlighted
area in Fig. C.1 (a). (b) Temperaturedependenceof theQD2conductance
the highlighted area in Fig. C.1 (a). (e)-(f ) Temperature dependence of
the conductance peaks in (a), and (b) respectively.
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C. Additional data on sample D040330A
Kondo conductance background subtraction
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Figure C.3.:
Kondo conductance background subtraction for sample D040330A. (a)
Original data showing the temperature dependence of a Kondo region
in perpendicular magnetic öeld. (b) Original background conductance
after removing the Kondo region. (c) Fifth order polynomial öt of the
background conductance in (c). (d) Kondo conductance after subtract-
ing the background from the original data in (a).
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Signal and grounding electrical setup
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Grounding diagram of the measurement setup
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